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Abstract
　　This　paper　is　a　survey　of　the　development　of　American　comedy　since
the　United　States　became　an　independent　nation．　A　representative　play
was　selected　from　the　18th　century（Royall　Tyler’s　The　Contrast），　the
19th　century（Anna　Cora　Mowatt’s　Fashion）and　the　20th　century（Neil
Simon’s　Califoグnia　Suite）．　Asummary　of　each　play　is丘rst　presented
and　then　fo110wed　by　an　analysis　to　determine　in　what　ways　it　meets　or
deviates　from　W．　D，　Howarth’s　minimal　de且nition　of　comedy．　Each　work
was　found　to　conform　to　the　definition　and　to　possess　features　su岱ciently
distinct　for　it　to　be　classified　as　a　masterpiece　of　its　time．
　　Next，　the　works　were　analyzed　to　derive　from　them　unique　features　of
American　comedy．　The　plays　were　found　to　possess　distinctive　elements
of　theme，　form　and　technique　which　serve　to　distinguish　them　as　Ameri．
can　comedies　rather　than　Europeal1，　Two　of　these　elelnents，　a　thematic
concern　with　identity　as　Americans　and　the　technical　primacy　of　dialog
and　repartee　for　the　stimulation　of　laughter　were　found　to　persist　into
present　day　comedy．　Other　elements：characterization，　subtlety　of　form
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and　social　relevance　of　theme　were　6bserved　to　have　evolved　over　the
centuries　into　more　complex　modes．
　　Finally，　it　was　noted　that　although　the　dominant　form　of　comedy　iロthe
18th　and　19th　centuries　was　an　American　variant　of　the　comedy　of　man－
ners，　the　20th　century　representative　Neil　Simon　seems　to　be　evolving　a
new　form　I　have　coined　the　comedy　of　humanism　by　deliberate　viblation
of　the　principle　of　intellectual　distance．　This　form　stresses　the　positive
life－a缶rming　role　of　comedy．
Introduction
　　There　is　a　tendancy　for　many　students　of　American　drama　and　some
scholars　as　well　to　observe　that　American、　drama　begins　with　Eugene
O’NeilL　In　a　sense，　this　is　understandable　ill　that　the　power　of　O，Nei11，s
works　overshadow　that　of　almost　all　other　works　by　other　Americans　in
their　thematic　content　and　audacity　of　form　and　technique．　But，　with
all　due　credit　to　the　man　who　still　is　rightfully　recognized　as　the　greatest
of　American　playwrights，0’Neill　was　preceded　by　a　number　of　pioneers
in　the　18th　and　19th　centuries　who　demonstrated　skill　and　esthetic　in－
sight　in　writing　plays　with　uniquely　American　feature§on　themes　of
concern　to　Americans　and　which　received　not　only　the　acclaim　of　Ameri－
can　audiences　and　critics　but　that　of　British　a．nd　European　audiences　and
critics　as　welL　Perhaps，　the　basic　reason　for　this　comparative　lack　of
recognition　is　that　the　best　pre・0，Neill　American　dram．　atists　wrote　comedies
rather　than　tragedies　or　drame　such　as　problem　p茎ays　or　do卑estic　trage－
dies．　As　McGovern（p．6）points　out　comedies，　in　general，　suffer　from　a
lack　of　literary　longevity．　because．　they・are　often　con．cerned　with　tr圭via
and　are　too　toplca1．　Nevertheless，　some　American　comedies　have　with－
stood　the　test　of　time　and　it　is．　the　purpose　of　this　essay　to　examiロe
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three　American　comedies　which　may　be　considered　representative　of　their
respective　centuries　to　establish　what，　if　any，　common　elements　they　may
contain，　identify　those　features　which　may　distinguish　American　comedy
from　the　broader　genre　of　comedy　in　genera1，　and　to　identify　any　ele－
ments　which　may　have　been　transformed　over　the．course　of　three　cen－
turies　in　arriving　at　the　form　of　representative　American　comedies　of
the　late　twentieth　century．
　　The　hindsight　of　history　has　made　it　a　fairly　easy　task　to　select　the
representative　comedies　of　the　18th　and　19th　centuries，　Royall　Tyler’s
The　Contrast　and　Anna　Cora　Mowatt’s　Fashion．　As　Vaughn　points　out，
．“ lrs．　Mowatt’s　Fashion；or，　Life勿New　Y∂rk　is　the　de且nitive　American
comedy　of　manners　of　the　nindteenth　century，　just　as　Tyler’s　The　Con．
lrast　had　been　that　of　the　preceding　century．”（p．85）Moreover，　as　Wilson
（pp．124－125）and　Vaughn（p．85）state　both　works　exhibit　Inany　similari．
ties．　Selecting　a　comparable　work　from　the　20th　century　is　more　of　a
problem　since　there　will　be　less　agreement　on　the　play　which　can　be　called
the　definitive　American　comedy　of　the　20th　century．　However，　though
there　might　be　much　disagreement　as　to　the　de丘nitive　American　comedy
as　a　single　play，　there　is　wide　agreement　as　to　the　identity　of　the　most
representative　comedy　playwright，　NeH　Simon．　I　have，　therefore，　decided
to　select　one　of　his　most　popular　works　as　assessed　by　length　of　run　and
critical　reaction．　I　have　also　arbitrarily　dec量ded　to　select　a　work　with
some　super丘cial　resemblances　of　theme　to　ThP．　Contrast　and　Fashion　in
order　to　facilitate　comparisons．　The　work　which　I　feel　best丘ts　both　sets
of　criteria　is　Californ　ia　Saite．　Before　proceeding　with　an　analysis　of
these　three　works，　I　will　present　a　summafy　of　each　and　solne　definitionaI
comments．
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1ソie　　（Jontrast
　　　The　author　of　The　Contrast　was　an　unusual　lnan．　He　received　his
BA　from　Harvard　university　the　year　that　America　declared　its　independ－
ence，1776，　and　simultaneously　was　awarded　the　same　degree　from　Yale．．
He　eventually　becam’e　the　chief　justice　of　the　Supreme　Court　of　the　State
of　Vermont．　He　at　one　time　courted　Abigale　Adams，　the　daughter　of
America’s　second　president．　He　was　an　essayist，　a　novelist，　a　legal　scholar
and　a　professor　of　jurisprudence　at　the　University　of　Vermont．　How－
ever，　from　the　point　of　view　of　the　student　of　American　drama，　Tyler’s
most　remarkable　accomplishment　was　to　write　the丘rst　native　comedy　by
an　Amer三can　to　be　produced　professional1Y　in　a　mere　three　weeks　after
seeing　his　first　performance　of　a　play　on　stage，　Sheridan’s　The　Sc加01ノ∂r
Scandal　which　he　saw董n　New　York　at　the　John　Street　Theatre　on　March．
21，1787．（Vaughn　pp．24－29　and　Wilson　pp．42－43）
　　Tyler’s　own　work，　The　C∂ntrast，　was　produced　at　the　same　theatre　by
the　American　Company　gn　April　16，1787　with　the　primary　roles　being
played　by　three　of　America’s　leading　actors　of　the　age．　（Moses　p．436＞
The　play　collsists　of　five　two－scene　acts，　all　of　which　take．　place　in　New
York　of　the　1780’s．　There　are　nine　characters，　five　men　and　four　women，
plus　assorted　servants．　The　theme　praises　American　virtue　as　contrasted
with　European　affectation，　and　the　play　can　be　broadly　classified　as　a
comedy　of　manners　in　the　vein　of　The　Sσ肋01／bアScandal　with　strong
elements　of　satire．　The　most　identifiable　American　elements　are，　of
course，　the　location，　frequent　references　to　patriotism　and　the　presence　of
aunique　rustic　character，　the　New　Englander，　Jonathan，　who　becomes
the　prototype　stage‘‘Yankee．’，
　　In　addition　to　Jonathan，　the　other　characters　in　the　play　are　Charlotte
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Manly，　a　beautiful　young　New　York　socialite；her　honest　and　sincere
brother，　Co1．　Manly；Billy　Dimple，　the　villain　of　the　piece－an　effeminate，
affected　snob；Jessamy，　Dimple’s　similarly　snobbish　servant；Maria，　Dim－
ple’s且ancee；Van　Rough，　Maria’s　father；Jenny，　Charlotte’s　maid；and
Letitia，　Charlotte’s　wealthy　friend．　Tyler　presents　his　theme　of　contrast
by　means　of　paired　contrasting　characters　and　by　contrasting　the　two
scenes　in　each　act．　Col．　Manly’s　honesty，　sincerity　and　directness　are　con－
trasted　with　Dimple’s　a丘ectations，　callousness　and　lies．　Charlotte’s　love
for　flirting　and　slandering　are　contrasted　with　Maria’s　probity　and且delity．
Jessamy’s　Machiavellian，　cruel　cunning　is　contrasted　with　Jonathan，s　naive
but　sincere　credulity．
　　The　action　of　the　play　is　built・primarily　around　Dimple’s　efforts　to
manipulate　relations　with　his　three　paramours，　Maria　to　whom　he　is　en－
gaged，　Charlotte　who　is　beautifu1，　and　Letitia　who　is　wealthy，　for　his
personal　pleasure　and　pro且t．　Act　I　scene　l　opens　in　a　rather　direct
imitation　of　The　School／br　Sca〃吻1　with　Charlotte　and　Letitia　gossiping
and　discussing　fashions　and　various　young　men　of　the　town．　Vaughn
claims　that　this　scene　was　also　a　rather　accurate　description　of　the　acti－
vities　of　New　York　high　society　of　the　time．（p．25）Solne　of　Charlotte’s
descriptions　of　the　actions　of　playgoers　also　demonstrate　how　strongly
Tyler’s　initial　impressions　of　the　theatre　inspired　him．
　　Act　I　scene　2　presents　Maria　as　the　idealized　American　woman　of　the
time，　intellectua1，　sentimental　and　intensely　loyal　to　her　father．　She　des－
pises　Bi11y　for　his　affectations　and　double　dealing　but　resolves　to　remain
faithful　to　her　father’s　wishes　and　marry　him．　Maria’s　father，　Van　Rough，
and　Dimple’s　father　had　been　long　time　friends　and　prior　to　the　death
of　Dimple　Sr．　the　two　old　men　had　decided　that　their　children　should
marry　each　other．
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　　Act　II　scene　l　is　almost　a　repeat　of　Act　I　scene　2，　but　the　plot　is　ad・
vanced　by　the　introduction　of　Col．　Manly．　The　Colonel　is　the　epitome
of　masculinity　and　the　virtues　of　Ioyalty，　bravery，　self－sacri且ce，　patri－
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otism　and　true　education．　He　is，　in　fact，　to　our　modern　eyes　almost　too
good　to　be　true．　We　long　to　see　at　least　some且aw　in　his　character　to
make　him　human，　but　if　Tyler　gives　him　one，　it　is　only　a　certain　degree
of　naivety　and　willi且gness　to　take　others　at　their　word，　When　he　arrives
on　stage　in　this　scene　he　presents　a　strong　contrast　to　the　flightiness　of
his　sister　and　Letitia　with　their　trivial　concerns　with　the　changes　in
fashions　rather　than　with　the　politics　of　their　struggling　young　nation．
　　Act　II　scene　2　is　a　milestone　ill　the　development　of　the．American　drama，
for　it　is　in　this　scene　that　Tyler　introduces　Jonathan，　the　rustic　Yankee
waiter（or　servant）to　Col．　Manly，　who　is　the　most　original　Americall　ele－
ment　of　a　play　which　up　to　this　point　has　been　a　most　faithful　copy，　in
an　American　setting　of　course，　of　the　18th　century　British　comedy　of
manners．　Jonathan’s　manner　of　speech　and　his　naive　views　of　city　life
stand　in　much　starker　contrast　to　Jessalny’s　machinations　than　Co1．　Manly’s
sobriety　with　Charlotte’s’flippancy．　This　scene　is　a　tribute　both　to　Tyler，s
skill　in　observation　and　mastery　of　the　form　of　the　comedy　of　manners
and　his　inventiveness　and　skill　in　observing　his　fellow　countrymen．　As
Vaughn　points　out，“By　using　such　alternation　and　parallelism　through・
out，　Tyler　achieved　dramatic　interest　and　embodied　his‘contrast’theme
in　character　and　action，　with　a　minimum　of　moralizing　or　preaching．，，
（p．31）Jonathan　may　exhibit　the　lack　of　polish　in　transplanting　European
culture　to　Alnerican　soil，　but　Tyler　in　contrast　to　his　own　creation　dem－
onstrates　a　high　degree　of　craftmanship　and　originality　in　mastering，
adapting　and　improving　on　a　proven　and　popular　dramatic　genre．
　　Act　III　scene　l　introduces　the　remaining　characters　in　the　play，　Dimple
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and．the　maid，　Jenny，　completes　the　exposition　and　begins　the　plot　com－
plications．　As　the　scene　opens　Dimple　is　busy　at　his　toilet　and　m．emoriz．
ing　methods　from　Lord　Chesterfield’s　Letters　for　the　proper　behavior　of
young　gentlelnen　of　British　society．　Jessamy　enters　with　a　letter　of　an－
other　kind　revealing　that　Dimple　has　squandered　his　father’s　fortune　and
incurred　debts　of　15，000　pounds　during　his　sojoum　in　England　where　he
has　picked　up　his　British　affectations．　In　response　to　this　ill　develop－
ment，　Dimple　resolves　to　abandon　Maria，．　marry　Letitia　for　her　money
and　convince　Charlotte　to　become　his　mistress．　He　give　Jessamy　two
love　letters　for　these　respective　ladies　and　upon　learning　from　his　servant
that　a　wartime　hero　is　in　town　goes　out　to　meet　him　and　insinuate
himself　into　the　Colonel’s　good　will．
　　As　Dimple　leaves，　Jenny　enters　and　Jessamy　initiates　the　subplot　in
which　Jonathan　is　to　force　his　attentions　upon　her，　and　when　she　rebukes
him　because　of　his　unsophisticated　ways，　Jessamy　anticipates　that　she
wi11　turn　to　Dimple，s　more　debonair　servant　thus　easing　Jessamy’s　own
plans　for　seducing　the　young　gir1。　He　convinces　Jenny　to　agree　to　meet
Jonathan．　As　Jenny、departs，　Jonathan　enters　and　begins　what　was　prob－
ably　the　comic　highlight　of　the　play　for　New　York　audiences　of　the
time　as　he　describes　his　unwitting　visit　to　the　John　Street　Theatre　where
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he　watches　the　performance　of　Sheridan’s　The　School∫foグScandal．　Jonathan，
who　in　his　puritan　purity，　would　never　knowingly　visit“the　devirs　draw．
ing－room”relates　his　observations　of　what　he　believes　was　a　chance　view．
ing　of　a　rea1－life　situation．　At　one　point，　he　even　describes　his　impression
of　Thomas　WigneU，　the　actor　who　played　Jonathan．　This　scene　of　a
play　within　a　play　is　not　only　one　of　the　dramatic　highpoints　in　The
Contrast，　but　provides　drama　historians　with　one　of　their　most　detailed
91impses　into　the　theatre　in　America　at　that　time．　After　this　Jes・
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samy　departs　and　Jenny　enters　again．　Following　Jessamy，s　advice　Jolla－
than　attempts　to　kiss　her　and　is　rewarded　with　a　slap　in　the　face．
（Moses　p．477）Jonathan　concludes　that　the　ways　of　the　city　are　not　for
him．
　　Act　III　scene　2　is　a　short　scene　between　Co1．　Manly　and　Billy　Dimple
as　the　latter　attempts　to　ingratiate　himself　into　the　former’s　good　graces．
The　contrast　between　the　Colone1’s　virtues　and　Dimple’s　affectations　is
so　strong　that　even　Dimple，　himself　is　forced　to　admit　in　an　aside　to　the
audience，“How　he　awes　me　by　the　superiority　of　his　sentiments．”（Moses
P．480）
　　Act　IV　is　concerned　mainly　with　complications　to　the　plot．　In　scene　l
both　Charlotte　and　Letitia　receive　Dimple’s　letters　and　resolve　separately
to　entertain　his　advances．　Manly　and　Dimple　arrive　at　Charlotte，s　where
they　discuss　the　theatre　and　Dimple　reveals　more　of　his　falseness　of　char－
acter　as　he　claims　to　detest　the　institution　although　we　have　learned　in
the　previous　act　that　he　even　annotates　scripts　of　the　plays　with　notes
on　where　and　how　to　laugh，　voice　displeasure　or　applaud．　Manly　departs
and　Dimple　makes　appointments　for　trysts　with　first　Charlotte　and　then
Letitia．　In　scene　2　Co1．　Manly　mistakenly　enters　Maria’s　home　which　is
next　door　to　his　temporary　lodging　and　while　apologizing　the　two　realize
how　similar　are　their　outlooks　on　life　and　fall　in　love．　Van　Rough　at
the　beginning　of　scene　2　has　learned　of　Dimple’s　indebtedness　and　later　upon
hearing　Manly　apologizing　to　Maria　hides　in　a　closet　where　he　also　over－
hears　their　conversation　in　which　the　two　discover　their　mutual　affection，
but　in　which　Manly　who　is　too　chivalrous　to　court　a　woman　engaged　to
another　man　vows　to　leave．　Maria，　too，　though　she　loves　Manly　and
detests　Dimple　resolves　to　be　loyal　to　her　father’s　wishes　and　go　through
with　the　marriage．
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　　In　Act　V　scene　1，　Jonathan　and　Jessamy　meet　again，　and　Jessamy　seeks
to　continue　his　fun　at　Jonathan’s　expense　by　analyzing　his　lack　of　suc・．
cess　with　Jenny　and　trying　to　teach　him　how　to　laugh。　The　scene　ends
abruptly　as∫essamy　is　called　by　Dimple．
　　The　final　scene　of　the　play　brings　about　the　resohltion　of　ail　the　in－
trigues　as　Dimple且rst　keeps　his　assignation　with　Let三tia　in　which　he
professes　to　detest　Charlotte．　When　Charlotte　appears，　she　contrives　to
send　Letitia　off　on　some　errand　and　then　confronts　Dimple　over　his　tate．
d－te　te　with　Letitia。　Dimple　protests　that　he　does　not　love　Letitia　because
she　is　ugly．　He　also　teUs　Charlotte　that　her　brother’s　affection　for　Maria
may　provide　the　means　for　him　to　diplomatica11y　extract　himself　from，
his　engagement　to　Maria．　He　attempts　to　force　himself　upon　Charlotte，
and　when　she　screams，　the　Colonel　comes　forth，　sword　in　hand，　to　cha1－
1enge　the　viUain．　Van　Rough　and　Jonathan　also　enter　in　response　to　the，
commotion　and　stop　the　fight．　Letitia　wh6　has　been　hiding　nearby　and
has　overheard　the　whole　of　the　conv6rsation　between　Dimple　and　Char－
Iotte　enters　and　exposes　Dimple’s　two・timing．　Van　Rough．reveals　that
Dimple　is　in　debt　and　Dimple　is　forced　to　leave　in　disgrace．　Van　Rough
thell　agrees　to　the　marriage　of　Maria　and　Manly．　Charlotte　who　is　sin－
cerely　sorry　for　her　treatment　of　her　friend　Letitia　and　for　her　other　ac－
tions　resolves　to　reform．　The　play　ends　with　Co1．　Manly　extolling　the
virtues　of　American　probity　and　honour　in　contrast　to　the　false　polish　of
European　affectation．
Fashion
　　The　authoress　of　Fashion　was　in　her　fashion　as　unusual　a　woman　as
the　author　of　The　Contrast　was　unusual　a　man．　In　contrast　to　most　of
the　women　of　her　time，　Mrs。　Mowatt　was　equally　at　home　in　New　York
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high　society，　on　the　boards　o葦stages　in　London　and　New　York　and　in
the　world　of　Ietters．　As　has　already　been　observed　Fashion　was　and　is
considered　by　many　to　be　the　finest　American　play　of　the　19th　century
〈Vaughn　p．3）and　Mrs．　Mowatt　is　also　recognized　as　one　of　the丘nest
actresses　of　America　at　a　time　called　the“Golden　Age　of　the　American
Actor．”（Vaughn　pp．79－84。　Wilson　pp．172－173．）She　claims　to　have　read
all　of　the　p正ays　of　Shakespeare　by　the　ag60f　ten　and　was　praised　for
bo廿1　her　Iiterary　and　acting　abilitieS　by　such　personages　as　Edgar　Allen
Poe　and　Epes　Sargent．（Moses　pp．523－533）AS　Vaughn　says，“her　con一
廿ibutions　to　the　theatre　were　considerable．　She　wrote　what　remains　to－
．day　the　de且nitive　comedy　of　manne主s　before　1900．　She　proVed　that　a
gentlewoman　of　taste　and　breeding　could　function　in　the　world　of　the
theatre　without　demeaning　herself，　thus　adding　respectability　to　the　pro－
fession．　And　she　served　notice　to　the　world　that　America　was　capable
of　producing　dramatists　and　actors　of　consummate　skill．”（p．88）
　　Fashion　was且rst　presented　at　the　New　York　Park　Theatre　on　March
24，1845．The　initial　run　was　for　twenty　performances，　and　the　play　was
revived　frequently　thereafter，　including　performances　in　London　in　1850．
In　1924　the　Provincetown　Theatre　of　New　York　produced　it　for　a　run　of
235performances．（Wilson　p，125）It　has　also　seen　revivals　in　the　past
decade．
　　The　play　consists　of丘ve　acts，　and　Acts　I　and　V　consist　of　a　single
scene　with　the　other　three　acts　having　two．唐モ?獅?刀@each．　There　are　thir・
teen　characters，　eight　men　and丘ve　women．　In　addition，　there　are　extras
in　the　form　of　additional　couples　for　a　ballroom　scene　in　Act　IV　scene
L　The　dramatis　personae　gives　a　fairly　accurate　assessment　of　the　fe－
lation　of　the　character＄　to　the　plot　of　the　play　in　its　descript藍ons　as　fol－
10WS：
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A．dam　Trueman，　a　farmer　from　Catteraugus．
Count　Jolimaitre，　a　fashionable　European　Ilnportation．
Colonel　Howard，　an　O伍cer　in　the　U。　S．　Army．
Mr．　Tiffany，　a　New　York　Merchant．
T．Tennyson　Twinkle，　a　Modern　Poet．
Augustus　Fogg，　a　Drawing－Room　Appendage．
Snobson，　a　rare　species　of　Confidential　Clerk．
Zeke，　a　colored　Servant．
Mrs．　Tiffany，　a　L．ady　who　imagines　herself　fashionable．
Prudence，　a．　Maiden　Lady　of　a　certain　age．
Millinette，　a　French　Lady’s　Maid．
Gertrude，　a　Governess．
Seraphina　Tiffany，　a　Belle．
　　Act　I　begins　the　exposition　in　the　drawing　room　of　the　Tiffany　house
in　New　York　City．　Mrs．　Tiffany　is　a　former　milliner　who　has　fortunately
married　into　wealth　and　is　now　busily　engaged　in　trying　to　spend　most
of　that　weaith　in　her　social　climbing　efforts　to　be‘‘fashionable．”　In　the
New　York　of　the　time　as　in　the　Tokyo　of　our　day“fashionable”is　in－
terpreted　by　many　as　meaning　to　wear　foreign　clothes，　use　foreign　luxロry
goods　and「insert　a　great　number　of　foreign　words　into　one’s　daily　con－
versation．　To　further　her　ends　in　this　regard　Mrs．　Tiffany　has　decorated
her　drawing　room　and　her　negro　servant，　Zeke，　in　what　she　believes　is
the　Iatest　Parisian　style　and　adopted　the　European　custom　of　accepting
visitors　on　only　one　day　of　the　week．　She　has　also　hired　a　French　maid，
Millinette，　to　advise　her　in　these　matters　and　to　teach　French　to　herself，
her　family　and．　Zeke．
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　　As　Act　I　advances　we　meet　Mrs．　Tiffany　and　her　servants且rst，　then
Mrs．　Ti丘any’s　daughter，　Seraphina，　who　is　a　younger　version　of　her　mother
in　training，　and　one　by　one　the　other　visitors　to　the　Tiffany　household
on　this　day：T．　Tennyson　Twinkle，　the　poet，　Augustus　Fogg　and　Count
Jolimaitre．　However，　it　is　Mrs．　Tiffany，　her　actions　and　malapropisms
as　she　attempts　to　use　French　that　dominate　the　action　in　this　act．　To
list　but　several　examples，　she　dresses　Zeke　in　a　scarlet　footman’s　livery，
changes　his　name　to　Adolph　because　she　believes　it　to　be　more　re丘ned　and
insists　oll　calling　her　armchair　a“fow・tool”（ノbuteuil）even　though　no－
one　else　knows　what　she　is　talking　about－especially　the　native　French
speakers。　Twinkle，　the　poet，　and　Fogg，　the　man　who　is　bored　by　every・
thing　except　food，　serve　only　to　reinforce　the　absurdity　of　Mrs。　Ti丘any’s
world　until　the　Count　makes　his　appearance，　When　the　Count　arrives，
Mrs．　Tif〔any’s　foolishness　rises　to　new　heights　as　she　confronts　what　she
believes　to　be　the　epitome　of　fashionable　fortune，　marriageable　European
nobility　visiting　her　own　home．　Because　of　Mrs．　Mowatt’s　liberal　use　of
the　convention　of　asides　to　the　audie且ce　as　a　means　of　revealing　a　char・
acter，s　inner　thoughts，　we　soon　realize　that　this‘‘count，，　is　not　what　he
seelns．　As　Mrs．　Ti廷any　apologizes　for　America’s　parochialism，　the　coqnt
counters，“Ah！1丘nd　but　one　redeeming　charm　in　America－the　super・
1ative　lovliness　of　the　feminine　portion　of　creation，（Aside）伽4　the　wea〃h
of　their　ob〃ging　papas！，（Moses　p．548）It　eventualy　becomes　clear　that　the
count　is　interested　in　Seraphina　as　a　chance　to　marry　into　the　T置any
wealth，　and　that　Mrs．　Tiffany　wants　Seraphina　to　marry　the　count　in　order
to　legitimize　the　Tiffany　social　position．
　　As　Act　I　nears　its　end，　a　fourth、visitor　appears　at　the　Tiffany　house・
hold，　This　is　Adam　Trueman，　the　hero　of　the　play．　Trueman　is　an　eld－
erly　farmer　who　is　an　old　friend　of　Mr．　Tiffany’s　and　very　wealthy　in
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his　own　right．　Begause　of　his　manner　of　dressing　he　is　treated　with　con・
tempt　by　Mrs．　Tiffany　who　is　unaware　of　his　relationship　to　her　husband．
Trueman，　who　dislikes　pretense　of　all　types　is　disgusted　by　what　he　sees
in　the　Ti丘any　drawing　room．　It　is　not　long　before　he　and　the　count
are　at　odds　and　at　one　point　he　even　threatens　to　beat　the　count　with　his
walking　stick．　Mrs，　Tiffany　swoons　at　this　and　calls　for　Millinette　to
bring　a　gla＄s　of　water．　As　Millinette　enters　and　sees　the　count，　she
screams．　The　count，　too，　is　momentarily　ill　at　ease，　another　indication
that　he　is　not　what　he　seems　to　be．　The　Act　ends　with　Mrs．　Tiffany，
in　her　fractured　French，　conducting　Adam　Trueman　into　the　presence　of
her　husband．
　　Act　II　continues　the　expositioh　by　introducing　the　relnaining　characters
in　the　play　and　their　con且icts．　In　scene　l　we　meet　Mr．　Tiffany　and　his
clerk，　Snobson．　It　seems　that　Mr．　Tiffany　has　been　observed　by　Snobson
engaging　in　some　shady　business　practices，　including　forging　the　signa－
ture　of　a　business　partner，　Snobson　has　blackmailed　Tif£any　to　raise　his
salary　several　times，　but　his　appetite　is　not　yet　satiated　and　on　this　day
he　is　demanding　that　he　be　allowed　to　marry　Seraphina童n　return　for　his
silence．　Tiffany　reluctantly　agees　just　before　Trueman　enters　to　greet
his　old　friend．　Trueman　is　appalled　at　the　working　environment　of　Tif－
fany’s　o伍ce，　takes　an　instant　dislike　to　Snobson，　and　senses　that　h量s　Qld
friend　is　in　some　kind　of　difncluty．
　　In　scene　2　we　meet　Colonel　Howard　and　Gertrude．　Gertrude　is　Seraphina’s
governess　and　the　most　sensible　of　the　women　in　the　play，　She　is　rem．
iniscent　of　Maria　in　The　Contrast．　Similarly，　Col．　Howard　is．　reminis－
cent　of　Co1．　Manly　but　lnore　reluctant　than　the　latter　to　voice　his　fee1－
ings　of　a廷ection　to　Gertrude．　Finally，　he　musters　his　courage　to　propose
to　her，　but　she　cuts　him　off　as　she　hears’唐盾高?盾獅?@approaching　the　con・
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servatory　where　they　are　holding　their　tryst．　The　new　visitor　is　Count
Jolimaitre　who　proceeds　to　make　advances　on　Gertrude　who　rebukes　him
because　she，1ike　Maria　before　her，　detests　his　affected　ways．　The　count
persists，　but　Trueman　enters　at　that　moment　and　beats　him　off　with　hiS
stick．　Mrs．　Tiffany　also　arrives　on　the　scene　in　time　to　prevent　the　con－
frontation　from　becoming　a　general　braw1．　After　she　and　Jolimaitre
leave，　Truem．an　and　Gertrude　exchange　words　which　foreshadow　some
deeper　relationship　between　them．．　They　are　interrupted　by　Prudence，
Mrs．　Tiffany’s　maiden　sister　and　a皿osy　busy－body，　who　has　marriage
designs　on　the　widowed　Trueman．　The　act．　ends　with　Prudence　attempt。
ing　to　press　her　suit　on　the　old　farmer．
　　The　two　scenes　of　Act　III　introduce　the　complications　in　the　plot．　In
Scene　1，　Tiffany　informs　Mrs．　Tiffany　that　Snobson　will　be　paying　them
avisit　that　morning　for　the　purpose　of　courting　Seraphina．　He　also　voices
his　disapproval　of　a　ball　that　she　has　plallned　and　complains　of　her　ex－
cessive　expenditures　for　clothes．　Mrs．　Tiffany　seems　completely　oblivious
to　his　requests　or　more　importantly　the　underlying　tension　and　worry
that　gives　rise　to　them．　Snobson　arrives　and　is　snubbed　by　Mrs．　Tiffany
but　brazenly　persists　and　is　finally　allowed　to　see　Seraphina．　At　this
moment　the　count　arrives，　and　Mrs．　Tiffany　hustles　Snobson　out　in　order
to　allow　the　collnt　and　Seraphina　to　be　alone．　The　count　seizes　the
chance　and　convinces　the　young　Be11e　to　elope　with　him．　They　embrace
This　is　too　much　for　Snobson　who　intervenes．　The　count　departs　and
the　scene　ends　with　Snobson　making　it　clear　that　he　will　make　a　lot　of
trouble　if　his　plans　for　marrying、　Seraphina　himself　are　not　fulfilled．
’As・scene　20pens　Millinette　manages　to　catch　Jolimaitre　as　he　is　leav－
ing　and　detains　him．　We　learn．that　they　had　been　lovers　in　Paris，　that
she　had　given．　him　a　great　dea1．　of　Inoney，　and　that　he　had　then　fled　the
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country．　Millinette　demands　an　explanation．　She　arranges　for　the　count
to　meet　with　her　on　the　coming　Friday　evening　during　the　ba11　being
given　by　Mrs．　Ti丘any，　It　is　clear　that　she　deshieS　more　than　a　Inere
‘‘ ??垂撃≠獅≠狽奄盾氏D”　Ger往ude　has　accidentaUy　overheard　this　entire　convefsa－
tiori　and　decides　to　use　tke　oPPortunity　to　expos6　the　count　for　the　fraud
she　now　knows　him　to　be．
　　The　climax　of　the　play　is　reached　in　Act　IV．　In　scene　1，　we　view
all　of　the　cast　as　they　are　aSsembled　for　Mrs．　Ti丘any’s　ball．　Most　of
the　characters　continue　to　pursue　those　activities　consistent　with　their
personalit圭es　as　revealed　in　previous　acts．　Only　two　events　of　dramatic
interest　take　place　in　the　scene．　The　first　is　a　conversation　between
Trueman　alld　Mrs．　Tiffany　in　which　the　former　expresses　the　play’s
theme．
Fashion！And　pray　what　is　fashion，　Madam　P　An　agreement　be－
tween　certain　persons　to　live　without　using　their　souls！to　substitute
etiquette　for　virture－decorum　for　purity－manners　for　morals！to
aff㏄t　shamd　fdr　the　works　of　their　Creator．！and　to　expend　all　their
rapture　up6n　the　workS　of　their　tailors　and　dressmakers！（Moses
P．577）
To　which　Mrs．　Tiffariy　responds，“You　have　the　most　oω一tray（outre）
ideas，　Mr．　Trueman－quite　ruStic　and　deplorably　Americanノ”　（Moses　p．
578）The　second　event　is　a　plot　complication　in　which　Gertrude　endeav－
ors　by　a　minor　intrigue　to　prevent　Mi11inette　from　keeping　her　appoint－
ment　with　Jolimaitre　and　instead　contrives　to　takes　Millinette’s　place　in
order　to　get　final　damning　evidence　concerning　the　count’s　true　identity．
Unfortunately，　her　strategy』is　observed　by　the　gossipy　Prudence　who　as－
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sumes　that　she　intends　a　serious　assignation　with　the　count　and　runs　off
to　tattle　to　Truelnan　and　Co1．　Howard．
　　In　scene　2　the　count　arrives　as　scheduled　with　bottle　of　champaigne
in　hand．　The　room　is　darkened　so　that　he　is　unaware　of　the　switch．
Gertrude，　pretellding　to　be　Millinette，　urges　him　to　give　his　explanation．
He　tries　to　kiss　her，　and　they　are　interrupted　by　the　approach　of　Trueman，
Mrs。　Tiffany，　Prudence　and　Col．　Howard．　Joli血aitre　manages　to　hide　in
acloset．　For　a　moment　all　seems　well　until　the　prying　Prudence　6pens
the　closet　and　reveals　the　hiding　count．　Since　no　one　but　Gertrude　is　in
possession　of　all　the　facts，　it　is　natural　for　everyone　to　assume　that　she
has　been　compromised，　and　Gertrude　is　unable　to　make　an　adequate　de．
fense．　Act　IV　ends　with　Gertrude　disgraced　in　the　eyes　of　those　closesじ
to　her，　Col．　Howard　and　Trueman．
　　Act　V　effects　the　resolution　of　all　the　confiicts．　As　the　Act　opens
Gertrude　is　composing　a　letter　of　expl琴nation　for　her　actions，　though　she
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believes　it　wi11　have　no　effect．　Trueman　enters，　He　still　cannot　believe
that　Gertrude　could　act　in　such　a　manner　as　to　compromise　her　virtue．
He　has　come　for　an　acco，unting．　Gertrude　gives　him　the　letter．　He　reads
it　and　is　overcome　with　joy　to　find　his　faith　in　her　justified．　Trueman
then　demands　to　know　whom　she　rea11y　loves．　She　responds　by　asking
him　what　right　he　has　to　know．　Before　he　can　reply．　Col．　Howard
enters　to　announce　that　he　is　resigning　his　commission　and　intends　never
to　marry　because　Gertrude　has　been　his　only　love　but　has　now　betrayed
him．　Trueman　who　has　hidden　himself　for　this　meeting　now　comes　forth
to　berate　the　Colonel　for　his　lack　of　faith　in　Gertrude　and　reveals　that
she　is　innocent　by　showing　Howard　the　letter．　They　exit　to　look　for
Mr．　and　Mrs，　Tiffany．
　　The　Tiffanys　appear　on　stage．enga琴ed　in　an　arguement　over　some　un・
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paid　bills　accumulated　by　Mrs．．Tiffany　without　regard　for’th6ir．・present
economic　state　though　she　knows　full　well　they：are　in　d6bt．　Tiffany
anhounces　that　the　only　solution　is　to　have　Seraphina　marry　Snobson．
At　that　moment，　Prudence　enters　with　a　note　informing　the　family　that
Seraphina　has　eloped　with　the　count．　Mr．　Tiffany　panics．　He　is　certain
now　that　Snobson　will　go　to　the　police　in　revenge．　Mfs．　Tiffany　iS，　of
course，　ecstatic　about　her　daughter　marrying　European　nobility　in　such
afashionable　fashion．
　　Trueman，　the　Colonel　and　Gertrude　6nter．　Mrs．　Tiffany　dismisses
Gertrude　for　her　alleged　escapade　the　evening　before．　Trueman　then　steps　in
to　reveal　that　Gertrude　is　his　granddaughter　whom　he　had　ha（i　raised　in
Europe　following　the　death　of　her　mother．　She　is　heir　to　all　Trueman’s
money．　He　announces　his　blessing　on　the　marriage　of　Gertrude　and　Co1．
Howard．　Next　they　reveal　that　Jolilnaitre　is　not　a　count　and　summon
Millinette　to　tell　the　whole　truth．　It　appears　that　Jolimaitre　is　a　former
Parisian　waiter　by　the　name　of　Gustave　Treadmill　and　not　even　French．
He　has　come　to　America　to　make　his　fortune　by　catering　to　the　desire
of　many　Americans　to　ilnitate　European　fashions．　　．．
　　Following　the　revelations　as　to　Jolimaitre’s　true　nature，　Sllobson　enters
to　confront　Mr．　Tiffany．　Snobson　raves　on　for　several　minutes　and　even－
tually　the　full　story　of　Mr．　Tiffany，s　transgressions　comes　out．　In　a　com・
plete　reversal　of　her　earlier　attitude　toward　Mr．　Trueman，　Mrs．　Tiffany
asks　him　to　drive　Snobson　from　the　house　with　his　stick。
　　At　this　moment，　Seraphina　returns　with　the　news　that　she　and　Jolimaitre
have　been　unable　to　complete　their　elopement　plans　because　the　minister
was　not　at　home．　She　has　returned　home　for　her　jewels．　Tiffany　begs
her　to　marry　Snobson　and　save　him　and　the　family．　Finally，　Trueman
steps　in　to　straighten　out　the　mess，　He　point…∋out’．that　Snobson　is　an
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accessory毎the　cr㎞e　and　that　if　Tiffany　goes　to　jail　so　will　Snobson．
Snobson　takillg　the　hint　quickly　departs，　resolving　to　go　to　California・
　　Tru㎝an　then　tells　Tiffany　that　he　will　give垣m　the　money　to　extract
himself　from　his　d迂丘culties　provided　that，
You　must　se11　your　house　and　ail　theSe　gew－gaws，　and　bundle　your
wife　and　da．ughter　off　to　the　country．　There　let　them　learn　economy，
true　independence，　and　home　virtues，　instead　of　foreign　follies．　As
for　yourself，　co且tinue　your　busi且ess－but，　let　Inoderation，　in　future，
be　your　counsellor，　and　let　honesly　be　your　con丘dential　clerk．（Moses
P。599）
Trueman　even　sets　matters　right　with　Jolimaitre　by　getting　him　to　pro－
mise　to　marry　Millinette　and　by　pledging　to　set　hi卑up　with　his　own
restaurant．　Jolimaitre　responds　to　Trueman’s　generosity　by　asking　the
old　farmer’s　pardon　in　the　following　exchange：
Jolimaitre：
Trueman：
．．．Ihope　you　wi11　pardon　my　conduct，　but　I　had　heard
that　in　A皿erica，　where　you　pay　homage　to　titles　while
you　profess　to　scorn　them－where　Fashion　makes　the
basest　coin　current－一‘where　you　have　no　kings，　no　princes，
no　nobility－
Stop　there！Iobject　to　your　use　of　that　word．　When
justice　is　found　only　among　lawyers－health　among　phy－
sicians－and　patriotism　among　Politicians，　then　you　may
say　that　there　is　no　nob〃ゴ砂where　there　are　no　titles！
But　We　have　1（i皿gs，　princes，　and　nobels　in　abundance尋
ofハXatπre’s　stamp，　if　not　of　Fashion’ε，－we　have　hon．est
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men，　warm・hearted　and　brave，　and　we　have　women－
gentle，　fair　and廿ue，　to　whom　no’〃θcould　add　nobi．
1吻。（Moses　pp．600－601）
Thus　the　play　ends．　Fashion’s　great　strength　as　Vaughn　points　out　lies
in　its　delightful　characterizations，　incisive　commentary　and　skillful　use　of
structure　and　language．（p．86＞He　goes　on　to　quote　Mrs．　Mowatt’s　most
recent　biographer　as　saying，“With　Fashion　the　drama　as　an　art　had　its
birth　in　America，”　（p．：82）－a　comment　we　shall　deal　with　after　we　re・
view　Neil　Simon’s　Califbrnia　Suite．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　California　Suite
　　In　contrast　with　Royall　Tyler　and　Anna　Cora　Mowatt，　Neil　Simon’s　per－
sonal　background　is　very　mundane．　He　is　a　New　York　jew　born　during
the　Great　Depression　of　the　1930’s，　and　that　middle　class，　somewhat　pes・
simistic　background　is　revealed　in　almost　all　of　his　works．　His　most
distinguishing　aspect　is　that　he　is，　in　financial　terms，　the　most　successful
playwright　in　history．
　　Simon　sharpened　and　developed　his　writing　skills　as　a　joke　and　senario
writer　for　several　of　America’s　top　radio　and　TV　comedy　and　variety　shows
F
of　the　1950’s　and　60’．s　including　the‘‘Phil　Silver’s．Show　”and　the‘‘Gary
Moore　Show．”While　working　on　the　latter　he　was　teamed・with　Woody
Allen，　America’s　other　great　comedy　playwright　of　this　century．　He　has
had　to　this　date　eighteen　successful　broadway　hits　including　two　musicals
and　five　additional　original　screenplays．　In　the　1966－67　Broadway　season
he　had　four　plays　running　simultaheously．
　　Simon　always　writes　in　the　comic　mode（we　will　have　more　to　say
about　what．type　of　comic　mode　it　is　later），　and　his　themes　have　dealt
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with　most　of　rthe．contemporary　social　problems　of　post　mid－twentieth
century　American℃ulture．　Critical　opinion　of　Simon’s　works　is　varied
but　at　this　point　in　time　are　perhaps　best　summarized　by　Clive　Barnes’s
observation，‘‘Neil　Simon　is　destined　to　remain　rich，　successful　and　un－
．derrated。”　（Sirnon　p．8）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　、
軌　Califori¢ia　Suite　is　actua11y　a　collection　of　four　one－act　playlets　loosely
conpected　by　the・fact　that　they　all　share　the　same　lgcation，　rooms　203
and・204　in　the　Beverly　Hills　，Hotel　in　Los　Angeles，　California．　This　is　a
device　Simon　had　previously　employed　with　success　in」Plaga　Suite．（］a〃、
f6アnia　Suite　was　written　in　1976．　It　was且rst　presented　at　the　Ahmanson
Theatre　in　Los　Angeles　on　April　23，1976．　The　play　ran　for　51　perfor－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　，mances　there　before　opening　with　the　same　cast　in　New　York　at　the
Eugene　O’Nei11　Theatre　on　June　30，1976　where　it　had　a　run　of　445　per－
formances．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・　　　　．　　　　　　　　　　　　，
Each　pl・yl・t　i・an　i・d・p・nd・nt・nit　and　th・unity・f　th・p1・y・・参
whole　derives　from　three　eleme耳ts：the　commonality・of　location，　the　comic
m°d・…di・p・・d・・ti…th・fact　th・t　the　same　act・rs　pl・y　th・different
roles　in　each　playlet．　The　first　playlet　is　entitled‘‘．　Visitor　From　New
York”，　the　second‘‘Visitors　From　Philadelphia”，　the　third‘‘Visitors　From
London”and　the　fourth‘‘Visitors　From　Chicago”．　The且rst　three　play－
1ets　have　two　characters　each，　although　in“Visitors　From　Philadelphia”
there　is　a　thirh　character　who　has　no　lines　and　very　little　action．　The
last　playlet　has　four　characters．　The　third　playlet，“Visitors　From　London”
is　divided　into　two　scenes．　The　second　and　fourth　p14ylets　are　almost
pure　farces　while　the　first　and．　third　playlets　deal　very　movingly　with
qulte　serlous　social　and　personal　problems　as　well　as　producing　a　great
qeal　of　laughter。　Let’us　now　consider　each　playlet　in　more　detai1．
r．There　are・two　characters　in’“Visitor‘From　New　York”William　and
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Hannah　Warren．　They　were　formbrly　married　but　were　divorced　nine
years　prさviou合ly．　They　have　a　singl6　daughter，　Jenny，　who　is　now　seven－
teen．　Following　the　divorce　Bi11，　who　is　a　writer　for　TV　and　motion　pic・
ture　screen　plays，　has　moved　to　California．　Hannah．翌?潤@is　a　successful
editor　of　a　national　news　magazine　has　stayed　in　New　York　Under　the
terms　of　their　divorce　Jenny　spends　two　months　during　her　summer　vaca－
tions　with　her　father　in　California　and　lives　the　rest　of　the　year　with
her　mother．　The　immediate　cause　for　the　confiict　in　this　first　playlet　is
that　Jenny　has　run　away　from　her　mother　during　November　and　come
to　California　to　be　with　her　father．　Hannah，　a　willfu1，　acid－tongued　and
insecure　woman　has　come　to』get　Jenny　back．　She　meets　her　husband　in
her　hotel＄ui色e　to　deal　with　the　problem．　The　humor　in　the　play　derives
from　two　sources．　The　first　is　the　conception　of　all　New　Yorkers　that
California　is　an　arti且cial，　plastic，　Disneyland－type　world　where　the　rer
sidents　bask　in　the　sunshine　and　eternal　youth　but　without　a　sign　of　in－
tellect　or　esthetic　sensitiv量ty　aロywhere．　The　second　is　the　extremely
witty，　if　at　times　caustic，　dialog　carried　on　between　both　characters．
　　As　the　scene　opens　Hannah　is　waiting　for　Bill　to　appear．　She　is　on
the　telephone．　First　she　orders　two　drinks．　Thell　she　places　a．call　to
her　current　boyfτiend　in　New　York，　an　overweight，　newspaper　reporter
With　a　heart　condition　and　the　s母cond・best　mind　in　the　country．　Bill
arrives　and　Hannah　loses　no　time　in　mocking　his　healthy　appearance　and
apparent　conformity　with　New　York　illusions　of　west　coast　culture．　Bill
or‘Billy’as　he　now　prefers　to　be　called　has　lost　weight，　has　a　sun－tan，
jogs，　plays　tennis　and　has　given　up　smoking　and　drinking－all　to　Hannah’s
mind　very　boring　and　bordering　on　acceptance　of　mind　contro1．　Bill　soon
begihs　to　counter・attack輌th　his　own　wisecracks　and，　we　soon　discover：
‘that　his　mind　and　tongue　are　as　sharp　as　hers，　why　he　is　such　a　good
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writer　and，　of　course，　why　their　marriage　ended　up　on　the　rocks．
　　Hannah　and　Bi11‘chat’for　a　while，　all　the　time　throwing　zingers　at
each　other，　then　get　down　to　the　business　of　discussing　what　to　do　about
Jenny．　Of　course，　part　of　the　problem’is　the　natural　rebelliousness　of
皿ost　teenagers，　but　more　importantly　Jenny　is　lonely．　Her
皿other　is　very　involved　with　her　work．　Even　when　Hannah　is　at
h・mesh・usesher　sh・・p　wit　and　t・・g・・t・・keep　thg　gi・l　f・・m　g・t・
ting　too　close　to　her．　Bill　knows　that　Hannah　not　only　Ioves　Jenny　but
th・t・he　al・・need・th・gi・1　i・her・w・b・ttle　ag・i・・t　her　b・・i・inseg・・ity．
He　offers　a　number　of　compromise　solutions　which　Hannah　rejects．　F1na1－
1y，　they　both　succeed　in　tearing　away　their　masks　of　verbal　wit　and　are
able　to　address　the　problem　honestly。　Bill　tells　Hannah　thζt　Jenny　is
waiting　downstairs，　and　that　if　Hannah　wishes　he　will　order　the．girl　to
go　back　to　New　York　with　her　mother．　Moreover，　he　will　say　that　it
was　their　mutual　decision．’‘Hannah　gives　in．’She　agr6es　to　allow　the
girl　to　stay　in　Califomia　fot　six　mohths．　We　can　see　that　she　is　nea士1y
on　the　verge　of　a　breakdown，　but　within面oments　she　recoVers　and　the
act　ends　with　her　once　again　making　snide　cracks　about　Los　Angeles
　　　りSOClety．　　　　　1
　　‘‘Visitors　From　Philadelphia”is　a　farce　o且the’sublect　of　adultery．
Marvi皿Michaels，　a　forty・two　year　old　lewish　businessman　from　the　city
of　brotherly　love，　wakes　up　in　the　suite　t6丘nd　hims61f　in”bed　with1’．a
prostltute．　The　prostitute　in　true　hnprobable　but　possible　farcica玉fashio皿
has　consumed　a　full　bottle　of　vodka　and　is　completely　unconscious．’To
make　matters　worse，　Marvin’s　wife　Millie　has　just　arrived　on　the　11　A．　M．
且ight　from　New　York　and　is　due　at　the　hotel　any　moment．　Marvin　and
Millie　are　visiting　Los　Angeles　to　attend’Marvin’s　nephew’s　Bar　Mitzvah．
Marvi皿and　Millie　took．separate　flights　so　that　they　，would　not　both　be
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kmed　at　the　same　time　in　the　event　of　an　accident，　The　prostitute　was
agift　from　Marvin’s　brother　in　exchange　for　a　similar　gift　that　Marvin
had　given　to　his　brother　on　the　brother’s　sixteenth　birthday．
　　Marvin，　of　course，　panics．　He　cannot　get　the　girl　to　wake　up．　He
decides　to　change　rooms．　As　he　calls　down　to　the　front　desk　to　arrange
this，　he　learns　that　his　wレife　has　arrived　at　the　hotel　and　is　already　on
her　Way　up　to’?奄刀@room．　Marvin　meets　her　in　the　living　room　and　does
everything　he　can　think　of　to　keep　her　from　going　into　the　bedroom．
He　te11s　her　that　he　has　been　sick　all　over　the　room．　He　tries　to　get
her　t・：X・・ui・f・・m・di・i…Wh・n　h・1eam・th・t・her・1・g9・g・h・S　bee・
10st　oh　the　flight’out，　he　offers　to　take　her　shoPPing　at　once．　Nothing
’works，　of　course，　and且nally’Marvin・confesses．　Millie　is　very　angry　and
upset　b亡t　even　during　this　the　jokes　keep　coming，　For　example，　she
suggests　tha亡Marvin　take　a　sohvenir　photograph　of　the　three　of　them．
　　Marvin　is　genuinely　sorry　for　his　l）etirayal．　He　threatenes　to　commit
suicide　if　he　is　not　forgiven．　During　the丘fteen　years　he　and　Millie　have
b6en　married　this　is　the　first　time　thdt　he　has　strayed．　Finally，　Millie
decides　to　forgive　him，　but　there　is　a　price．　She　is　going　to　go　on　a
very　expensive　shoPPing　spree　to　replace．　the　clothes　she　has　lost　and　to
punish　Marvin　for　his　weakness．’
　　The　third　playlet　is“Visitors　Fro皿London’．’．　Simon　says　that　for
h呈mthis　two　s6ene，　one　act　play　is，“．．．　the　best　piece　of　short　form
writing　rve　ever　done．”　（McGovern　p．5）He　is　very　probably　right，　for
it　is　an　excellent　and　moving　work．　It　is　now　April　in　Los　Angeles，
and　this　is　the　season　fof　the　academy　awards．　Diana　Nichols，　a　British
actress，　and　her　antique　dealer　husband，　Sidney　have　arrived　for　the
awards　ceremony　and　are　staying　at　the　hote1．
　　Diana　is，　of　course，　ver夕nerマous．’She　worries　that　her　dress　does　not
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丘tproperly．　It　seems　to　give　her　a　hump　on　her　shoulder．　Sidney　tries
to　comfort　her　and　make　her　relax　with　a　constant　barrage　of　witty　re・
partee　reminiscent　of　Noel　Coward．　The　whole　of　the丘rst　scene　is　in
this　comedy　of　manners　vein，　but　there　is　some　foreshadowing　of　deeper
problems　as　we　Iearn　that　Sidney，　himself，　had　been　a　former　actor　with．
all　apparent　reputation　for　effeminateness．　The　scene　ends　on　another
note　of　foreshadowing　but　unusual　tenderness　for　a　comedy　as　the　couple
departs　for　the　award　ceremony．　Sidney　tells　Diana，
Iwish　you　everything．　I　wish　you　luck．　I　wish　yoq　love．　Iwish
you　happiness．　You’re　a・gifted　and　remarkable　woman．　You’ve　put
up　with　my　shenanigans　fOr　twelve　harrowing　years　and　I　don’t　know
why．　But・1’m　gratefu1．．．．　You’ve　had　half　a　husband　and　three？
quarters　of　a　career．　You　desefve　the　full　amount　of　everythillg．
Ihope　you　win　the　bloody　Oscar．（Simon　p．600）　　　　・　．
　　Following　a　brief　blackout　to　indicate　the　end　of　the　scene　and　the
passage　of　time，　the　lights　come　back　on　and　the　couple　reappears．　They
are　both　drunk，　and　it　is　evident　that　Diana　has　not　won　the　Oscar．
Diana　is，　of　course，　very　upset．　She　takes　her　pain　out　on　Sidney　by
sniping　at　him　about　a　handsome　young　actor　he　spent　most　of　the　even－
ing　with．　At　last　we　realize　that　Sidney　is　a　homosexual，　and　that　he
has　often　taken　afternoons　off　from　his　shop　to　indulge　his　sexual　pre－
fefence．　Diana　has　known　for．a　Iong　time，　ahd　Sidney　has　known　that
she　knows．　However，　untirtonight　they．have　handled　the　problem　in　a
very’civilized　manner．　　　　　r　　　　・　　　　　’
　　Diana，　because　of　her　frustration　at　her』disappoihting　loss，　now　brings
everything　out’into　the　open・　She　bitterly　calls　Sidney　a　fag．　Sidney
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responds　that　Diana　is　well　known』to　use　her　dressing　room　to　make
love　to　practically　all　male　members　of　the　casts　and　crews　of　her　movies
and　plays。　We　see　in　this　that　Dianna　loves　Sidney　very　much，　is　un－
bearably　frustrated，　and　acts　in　such　a　manner　in　hopes　to　regain　his
love．　Sidney，　of　course，10ves　her　too　but　is　unable　to　overcome　hi島
sexual　deviation．　Diana　admits　that　this　problem　has　been　at　the　root
of　their　frustrations　and　fights　for　years，　and　that　she　also　s亡i11　10ves
Sidney，　She　asks　him，“Why　haven’t　I　left　you　for　a　harrier　person　？”
．Sidney　responds　with　what　is　probably　the　common　theme　of　all　of　Simoゴs
plays　and　the　esthetic　link－by　whidh　he　touches　the　hearts’of　his　audi－
ences，‘‘Because　we　like　each　other＿and　because幽we　are　each　a　refugさ
for　our　disappointments　out　there．”　（Simon　p．613）　Sidney　then　takes
Dianna　to　bed，．but，．as．the　lights　go　out，　we　hear　her　pleading　with　him
not　to　pretend　that　she　is　one　of　his　male　lovers．
　　“Visitors・From　Chicago”is　probably　the　purest　form　of　farce　that
Simon　has　written．　As　Sirrion　points　out　this　playlet　was　the　one　in
Californ　ia　Suite　that　audiences　responded　to　most，（McGovern　p．5）In
plot　it　is　remarkably．　similar　to．askit　Simon　wrote　in　the　early　sixties
for　the“GarアMoote　Show．”Basically，亡he　story　revolves　around　exag－
gerating　the　frustrationS　that　ocCur　when　close　friends　take　an　extended
vacation　together．　During　such　long　periods　of　intimacy　minor　personal。
ity　fiaws　that　are　usually　ignored　become　so　irritating　that　they　can　erupt
mto　open　dispute　or　even　physical　confrontation．　That　is　what　happens
to　Mort　and．Beth・Hollender　and　their　friends　Stu　and　Gert　Franklyn．
　　The　act　opens　with　Mort　dragging　Beth　into亡he　suite．　Beth　has　been、
injured　while．playing　tennis，　and　Mort　blames　it　on　the　manner　in　which
the　Franklins　were　playing．　He　tries　to　call　for　a’doctor　and　there　is
gpce　again　a　whole　string　of　jokes　related　to　a　non・Californian’s　mis一
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conceptions　about　life　in　California．　The　Franklins　call　to　inquire　abQut
Beth　and　are　very　explicitly　insulted　by　Mort．
　　Shortly，　thereafter，　the　Franklins　themselves　appear　and　the　fighting
£ontinues　as　each　couple　points　out　the　other’s　faults　and　the　numerous
irritations　that　have　been　accumulating　during　their　three　week　trip　from
Chicago　to　the　west　coast．　As　these　recriminations　are　voiced　they　are
accompanied　by　numerous　small　accide皿ts　to　each　of　the　four　until　the
scene　reaches　its　climax　with　the　two　wives　lying　helplessly　in　bed　watch
ing　their　husbands　engage　in　a　free－for－all　on　the　floor．　The　farce　ironic－
a11y　ends　with　Mort，　the　stronger　of　the　two；choking　Stu　and　forcing
him　to　say　that　the　trip　was　great　and　to　promise　that　they　wilI　take　a
コ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　のJolnt　vacatlon　again　the　next　year．
　　Calif∂rnia　Suite　demonstrates　Simon’s　versatility　in　his　craft　and　his
deep　humanity．　He　shows　an曲common　skill　in　evolking　laughter　and
pathos　silnultaneously．　He　deals　with　sign面cant　social　and　moral　iss廿es
but　passes　no　judgements　of　his　own　unless　it　be　the　judgement　of　Christ
when　he　says，“Let　he　who　is　without　guilt　cast　the五rst　stone．”　Simon
never　punishes　the　people　in　his　plays，　but　he　is　devastating　in　his　at一
tacks　on　extremeness　or　vagaries　in　the　society　itself．　It
an　exaggeration　to　state　that　no　writer　of　comedies　since
血as　shown　such　humanity　toward　the　people　in　his　plays．
AMi皿imal　Definition　of　Comedy
may　not　be
Shakespear
　　In　his　insightful　and　useful　introdu（ゴtion　to　Co〃zic　1）ra〃zα’　The　Euro冒
pean　l艶7磁gθW，　D．　Howarthやoints　out　that　there　are　two　di伍culties
．in　the　critical　studies　of　comic　dramas　ih　English．〕The　first　is　the　lack
of　a　commonly　agreed　upon　de且nition　of　the　genre　and　its　sub・compo血en壬s
and　the　second　is　the　lack　of　a’su丘iciently　precise　and　discriminating
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critical　vocabulary　which　can　be　applied　to　such　analysis．　Of　course，
analysis　of　the　three　American　works　I　am　deaHng　with　in　this　essay　is
likely　to　suffer　similar　limitations　and　confusion　unless　I且rst　set　forth
the　terms　I　will　be　employing　with　their　accompanying　de且nitions．　That
is　the　purpose　of　this　section．　Howarth　advances　the　concept　of　a　mini－
．mally　adequate　de肋ition　of　comedy　rather　than　the　more　common　all
・en≒ompassing　traditional　de且nitions　that　by　their　very　attempts　at　com．
pleteness　generate　controversy．　The　minimal　definition　attempts　to　dis－
till　and　emphasize　the　commonality　in　theories　of　comedy　from　a　variety
of　periods　and　sources．　I　have　extracted　from　Howarth’s　article　and　an－
other，　in　the　same　collection　of　essays，　by　Arnold　Hare　ten　elements　char－
acteristic　of　comedy　as　as　a　genre。
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The　protagonists　of　comedy　are　men　and　women　engaged　in
ordinary　pursults．
Comedy　deals　with　gelleral　types　of　human　beings．
Characters　in　a　co皿edy　come　alive　through　the　successful　blend
of　the　general　type　to　which　they　belong　with　the　ind三vidual
features　which　distinguish　them　from　that　type．
Comedy　holds　up　a　mirror　to　nature，　but　it　is　a　distorting　fun
house　mirror　which　presents　a　stylized　image　of　reahty．　This
stylization　prevents　emotional　involvement　and　facilitates　the　ob－
jective　intellectual　approach　that　is　another　impQrtant　character－
istic　of　comedy．
Moral　comedy　is　based　on　a　wholesome，　positive　attitude　to　Iife．
Its　effect　is　to　reinforce　our　acceptance　of　a　viable　social　order，
anorm　of　behavior　based　oh　an　unwritten　compact　between　the
playwright　and　his　audience．
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Comedy　has　a　happy　ehding．　　1　　　　』　．－
The　end　of　a　comib　drama．奄刀@essentially　escapist　in　character．
The　playwright　helps　us　believe　for　a　brief　moment　that　reality
has　ceased　to　exist．
Comedy　must　reassert　moral　order．
The　comic　spirit　is　the　desire　to　present　human　life　and　experi・
ence　not　plain　and　unadorned　but　in　a　stylized，　imaginative　or
caricatural　manner　in　order　to　arouse　Iaughter．
Coロ1edy　has　a　positive，　life－af五rming　quality　by　which　it　induces
enjoyment　and　acceptance　of　the．　vagaries，　the　follies，　the　foibles，
the　inequities，　the　eccentricities，　the　absurdities　of　humanity　as
aresult　of　which　we　emerge・more　reconciled　to　the　strains　and
stresses　of　life，　more　ready　to　come　to　terms　with　its　inevitable
end．
　　This　broad．de丘nition　of　comedy　may　be　of．more　use　to　us　in　dealing
with　comedies　from　different　centuries　and　somewhat　different　societies
than　a　narrower　one　would．　However，　before　going　on　to　our　analysis
of　those　comedies　there　are　still　several　other　theoretical　points　to　deal
with，　Analyzing　comedy　also　presents　a　problem　because　many　people
confuse　elements　of　farce　and　satire　with　comedy．　Having　set　forth　our
minimal　de丘nition　of　comedy　let　us　also　briefiy　address　the　elements　of
these　two　genre　as　well　so　that　there　will　be　no　confusion．
　　As　pointed　out　by　Wright（pp．46－47）farce　is　charactefized　as　follows：
?????
ー??Farce　has　as　its　object　riotous　laughter　and　escape．
Farce　asks　the　audience　to　accept　certain　improbabilities　but　from
thereon　proceeds　in　a　life・1ike　manner．
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Farce　is　possible　but　not　very　probable．
Farce　is　dominated　by　situation　rather　than　character，
for　littIe　or　no　thought．
Farce　must　move　very　rapidly　in　an　episodic　manner，
1ievable　only　for　the　moment．
and　calls
and is　be一
　　　Bain（p．585）says　that　the　distinguishing　feature　of　satire　is　that‘‘the
、values　of　the　society　are　the　object　of　attaとk，　in　contrast　to　comedy，
where　those　values　are　endorsed．”@Howarth　broadens　this　definition　slightly
and　say・th・t・ati・e　i・‘‘・idi・ulg　direct・d・g・i・・t・・pecifi・t・・g・t．”（P．
19）He　points　out　that　by　this　definition　Moliere’s　colnedies　were　satires
in　that　the　central　characters　were　recognizable　individuals　in　the　Parisian
society　of　the　time．　Today　we　consider　Moliere’s　plays　comedies　because
we　don’t　know　who　these　people　were　and　because　the　values　of　our
societies　have　changed．　The　broader　de丘nition　is　necessary　for　two　rea－
sons．　The　first　is　theoreticaL　If　we　use　the　Bain　definition　then　the
cnly　difference　betweell　many　satires　and　comedies　is　the　passage　of　time＿
arather　inelegant　apProach．Secondly，　the　usage　of　such　a　definition　a1．
10ws　us　to　deal　with　the　criticism　of　those　purists　who　refuse　to　allow
acomedy　literary　status　unless　it　has　as　its　goal　the　correction　of　soci・
ety，s・faults．　We　are　thus　better　equipped　to　distinguish　among　farces，
parodies，　comedies，　comedies　with　satirica工elements　and　true　satires．
　　Fina11y，　Howarth　also　urges　us　to　maintain　a　distinction　between　laughter
whether　it　is　thought　provoking　or　uproarious　as　the　esthetic　response
to　comedy　and　the　dramatic　elements　of　comedy　as　embodied　in　plot，
character，　word　play　etc．　He　points　out　that　there　is　a　union　between
comedy　and　tragedy　in　the　cathartic　process　and　that　the　proper　stimula－
tion　of　that　catharsis　depends　on　both　the　comic　and　dramatic　elements
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of　comic　drama．（p．20）The　goal　in・both　cases　is　the
harmony．　To　quote　him　directly：
restoration　　of
As　the　tragic　poet　arouses　the、　emotions　proper　to　tragedy（that　is，
pity　and　fear）in　order　to　purge　the　excess　of　such．　emotions，　so　his
comic　counterpart　arouses　the　appropriate　emotions　of　pleasure　and
laughter，　with　the　object　of　purging　them　of　excess＿in　both　cases
the　denouement　brings　reconciliation　and　restores　harmony；and，　just
as　a　positive　reassertion　6f　moral　order　characterizes　the　closing　lines
of　Ha〃zlet　or　Phedre，　so　a　stable・social　order　is　restored　to　the　little
world　of　comedy　by　the　weddings，　the　feasts　and　the　celebratiolls
which　end　so　many　plays．（p．20）
Comic　Drama：The　American　Heritage
　　American　comic　drama　is，　of　course，　based　o11　the　Europea亭heritage．
To　be　considered　great　drama，　which　is　our　assertion　in　this　essay，　it　wilI
of　needs　have　to　meet　the　same　standards　we　would　demand　of　great
European　comic　drama　and　also　possess　distinctly　American　features　as
well．　Howarth　states　that，“any　comedy　which　has　survived　as　an　ac－
knowledged　masterpiece，　must　possess　something　distinctive，　over　and
above　the　bare　minimum．”　（p．11）Ibelieve　that　we　can　first　assert　that
The　Con〃α∫’，　Fashion　and　Californ　ia　Suite　meet　the　definitions　of　comedy
presented　above　fully，　and　that　this　makes　theln　good；that　they　each
have　significant　distinctive　features　that　make　them　masterpi俘ces　and　that
they　possess　speci丘c　features　which皿ake　them　uniquely　Americah．　‘
　　First，1et　us　turn　to　the　elements　of　th6　minimal　de且nition．　The　pro・
tagonists　in　all　three　plays　are’men　and　women　engaged　in　ordinarY
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pursuits．　In　The　Contrast　a且d　Fashion　the　pursuits　are　romantic　love，・
Social　status　and　Wealth．　In　California　Suite　the　protagonists　are　also
pursuing　goals　common　to　all　human　beings：emotional　security，丘1ial　af－
fection，　meaningful　relationships　between　husbands　and　wives　and　men
and　women　and　the　preservation　of　the　family　and　friendships．
　　All　three　plays　deal　with　general　types　of　human　beings．　In　The　Con－
trast　we　have　the　fiirtatious　single　women　in　Charlotte　and　Letitia，　the
virtuous　young　maiden　in　Maria，　conniving．　charlatans　in　Billy　Dimple
and　Jessamy，　the　upright，　virtuous　and　masculine　warrior　CoL　Manly，　the
hard・headed，　conservative　father　Van　Rough，　the　good－hearted　fool　Jona－
than　and　the　rough－talking　maid　Jenny．　The　characters　in　Fashion　are
of　a　similar　mold．　Mrs．　Tiffany　and　her　daughter　are　talkative　and　un－
realistic．　Prudence　is　a　nosy　busybody．　Zeke　is　the　foo1．　Twinkle　and
Fogg　are　pampered　pseudo－aristocrats　who　came　into　good　circumstances
by　accident　of　birth　rather　than．by　the　fruits　of　their　labor．　Jolimaitre
is　the　opportunist．　Co1．　Howard　is　the　good－hearted　masculine　warrior．
Gertrude　is　the　virtuous　maiden，　symbol　of　the　ideal　woman．　Snobsoll
is　the　scoundrel　who　aspires　to’positions　he　is　not　capable　of　holding．
Mr．　Tiffany　is　the　hardWorking　father　who　is　a　victim　of　his　own　greed．
Millinette　is　the　foolish　young　maid　who　always　allows　her　emotions　to
betray　her．　And，　of　course，　Trueman　is　the　wise　and　sincere　leader
whose　honesty　aids　the’翌?≠求@and　strikes　fear　into　the　hearts　of　the　bad，
Simon’s　characters，　too，　are　general　type§．　Bill　and　Hannah　are　upper
middle　class　intellectuals　who　are　also　father　and　mother．　They　have
the　same　problem　of　dealing　with　parental　affection　and　raising　children
as　other　parents　in　spite　of　being　divorced．　Marvin　and　Bunny　Michaels幽
are　a　typical，　middle　class　Jewish　couple　who　have　to　face　the　coMmon
problem　of　marital．　in丘delity　as　well　as　a　multitude　of　others　such　as
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obligations　to　relatives，　raising　children，　fear　of　flying　and　ignorance
of　far　p豆aces．　Sidney　and　Diana　are　representatives　of　the　husbands　and
wives　who　fail　to且nd　total　fu1五11ment　in　each　other　whether　it　be　sexua1，
intellectual　or　emotional　and　yet　fear　to　leave　each　other　because　of　the
comfort　they　do　receive．　The　little　they　have　is　better　than　the　unknown．
FinaUy，　Mort　and　Beth　and　Stu　and　Gert　are　representatives　of　the
middle　class　who　discover　that　mounting　frustrations　can　quickly　strip
away　the　veil　of　civilizing　inhibitions　and　bring　to　the　fore　the　barbarism
that　still　resides　in　the　reptilian　brain　of　all　human　beings．
　　In　good　comedy，　as　opposed　to　far『e，　characters　come　alive　through　the
successful　blend　of　the　g6neral　type　to　which　they　belong　with　the　in－
dividual　features　which　distinguish　them　from　that　type．　．In　The　Con．
trast　Tyler　manages　this　most　Successfully　with　Jonathan　by且rst　creating
anew　character　type．　Maria　is　also　presented　as　a　more　realistic　young
woman　because　her　loyalty　to　her　father　and　her　ideals　are　based　on　a
・sound　education　and　her　own　soul　searching　rather　than　having　been
merely　handed　down．　On　the　whole，　though，　Tyler’s　characters　are　more
stereotyped　than　those　of　Mrs．　Mowatt　or　of　Neil　Simon．　Tyler　wrote
his　play　to　be　performed　by　speci丘c　actors，　and　he　depended　upon　the
amalgamation　of　their　distinct　personalities　with　the　types　he　provided
in　order　to　bring　those　characters　alive　for　the　audience．
　　In　contrast　to　The　Contrast，　Mrs．　Mowatt　provides　quite　a　number　of
distinctive　characters　in　Fashion．　Adam　Trueman　is　as　unique　for　irasci－
bility　as　for　his　honesty　and　clearness　of　social　vision．　Mrs．　Ti任any’s
malapropisms　are　coupled　with　an　intense　drive　to　ignore　the　unpleasant．
The　count　turns　out　to　have　a　decent　streak　that　shows　he　admires
American　culture’when　he　learns　that　not　all　Americans　have　a　burning
desire　to　be　fashionable　or　are　easily　exploited．　In　all，　Mrs．　Mowatt　a－
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、
chieves　th量s　thirdl　element　of　our　minimal　de丘nition　with　adm丑rable　suc－
ceSS．　　　　　　　　・
　　In　the　two　non－farcical　playlets　of（］alifornia　Suite，　Simon　demonstrates
that　of　the　three　playwr三ghts　we　are　considering　here，　he　is　the　most
エnasterful　in　blending　general　types　with　unique　elements　to　create　real
people　such　as　Bill　and　Hannah　Warren　and　Sidney　and　Diana　Nichols．
The　latter　two，　in　particular，　are　among　the　most　moving　and　unique
characters　in　either　European　or　American　comedy．　Bill　and　Hannah，
too，　certainly　are　much　more　than　mere　divorced　parents　or　moderately
successful　writers、
．All　three　plays　make　use　of　techniques　to　maintain　intellectual　distance
・from　the　characters　in　the　play　in　order　to　present　a　stylized　image　of
．reality．　In　T乃θContrast，　Tyler　uses　farce・1ike　improbabilities　to　achieve
this　effect．　Several　examples　are　Co1。　Manly　walking　into　Maria’s　house
by　Inistake，　Jonathan　paying　a　visit　to　a　theatre　and　not　realizing　what
．it　is　and　Letitia　and　Charlotte　willingly　going　along　with　Billy　Dimple’s
plans　for　assignations．　In、Fashion　Mrs．　Mowatt　makes　use　of　two　stage
conventlons　of　the　time，　a　presentational　approach　and　the　use　of　asides
to　the　audience　to　ach！eve　the　same　e丘ect　of　intellectual　detachment．
Simon’s　approach　is　to　use　fast－paced　dialog　and　repartee　in・his　comedy
playlets　and，　of　course，　sight　gags　and　other　improbabilities　on　stage　as
well　as　a　great　deal　of　physical　action　in　his　farce　playlets　in　Cali／b7痂α
Suite．
　　All．　three　comedies　meet　criterion　number　four　quite　admirably．　Al・
though　the　action　in　all　three　works　is　possible，　much　of　it　is　improbable
．thus　creating　a　slightly　distorted　and　stylized　refiection　of　real　life．　In
particular，　in　the　two　earlier　works　some　of　the　plot　devices　such　as　the
fortuitous　arrival　of　letters　or・the　chance　overhearing　of　conversations
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contribute　to　this　effect．　Simon’s　farce　playlets　also　exhibit　such　conven－
tions，　but　his　true　comedy　playlets　in　California　Suite　present　a　quite
．realistic　view　of　life．　This　is　one　of　the　skillful　departures　that　Simon
makes　from　the　traditional　comedy　mode　which　I　would　like　to　comment
on　later　in　this　paper．
　　All　three　works　conform　in　high　degree　to　the士emaining　six　cri七eria．
AII　three　authors　demostrate　a　wholesome　positive　attitude　toward　life．
While　they　all　make　some　criticisms　of　the　sociai　order，葡at　they　are
really　doing　is　criticizing　deviations　from　a　viable　social　order．．This　is
more　subtle　in　the　case　of　Neil　Simon　as　he　supports　a　broader　view　of
social　order　than　is　the　cu．1tural　norm　for　his　characters．　Tyler’s　Col．
Manly　and　Maria　and　Mowatt’s　Adam　Trueman　alld　Gertrude　are　sym。
boIs　of　that　social　order　for　those　two　authbrs．
　　A11　three　comedies　have　happy　endings　though　again　Simon　is　more
subtle　about　this．　In　all　four　of　the　playlets　in　Cθ1加ηz毎　Suite　there
is　an　overt　reconciliation　of　the　antagonists　in　each　conflict，　but　we　are
left　with　llagging　suspicions　in　each　case　as　to　how　long　such　reconcili－
atiOn　Will　IaSt．
　　All　three　comic　worlds　are　essentially　escapist　in　nature．　The　worlds
of　The　Contrast　and　Fashion　are　blatantly　artificial．　Beautiful　people　in
beautiful　clothing　living　in　mansions　move　about　the　stage　solving　essent－
ially　trivial　problems　of　reconciling　American　forthrightness　with　Euro－
pean　gentility．　Again　Simon’s　approach　is　more　subtle　but　noneth61esS
just　as　escapist．　In　his　world　divorced　and　emotional　parents　reach　rea－
soned　decisions　about　their　daughter，　a　frustrated　woman　remains　mar－
ried　to　her　homosexual　husband，　another　woman　forgives　her　philander－
ing　husband　after　catching　him　in　bed　with　a　prostitute　and　two　friendly
couples　engage　in　physical　battle　royals　and　then　vow　to　remain　friends。
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In　the　real　world　each　of　these　situations　would　be　very　unlikely　to　tum
out　well．
　　Each　of　the　three　playwrights　ends　her／his　play　by　reasserting　the
・moral　order．　Again　in　The　Contrast　and　Fashion　this　is　done，　by　the
conventions　of　the　time，　rather　directly　by　having　the　unpaired　couples
marry，　the　vi11ains　punished　or　rehabilitated　alld　sundered　relatives　re－
united．　In　addition，　each　work　closes　with　a　short　mollologue　in　which
the　author　has　the　Inain　character　assert　what　that　moral　order　is　or
should　be．　Neil　Simon’s　reconciliations，　which　I　mentiolled　above　demon－
strate　his　escape　from　the　real　world，　also　serve　to　reassert　the　moral
order　of　his　plays．　The　di廷efence　is　tha㌻Simon　believes　his　moral　order
is　superior　to　the　real　world．　Tyler　and　Mowatt，　according　to　the　fashion
of　their　times，　profess　to　believe　that　the　real　world　is　moraL
　　The　stylizations　and　caricaturizations　in　all　three　works　are　used　tQ
create　Iaughter。　In　particular，　each　play　makes　extensive　use　of　repartee
and　word　play，　as　well　as　farcical　action　and　plot　elements　whQse　object
is　the　production　of　laughs　rather　than　the　advancement　of　the　plot・　In
The　Contrast　this　is　most　evident　in　the　scenes　between　Jonathan　and
Jessamy，　especially　the　theatre　scene．　In　Fashion　it　is　evident　in　such
scenes　as　the五rst　entrance　of　Adam　Truemah　and　later．　in　the　final　scene
of　the　play　in　which　Snobson　appears　slightly　tipsy，　falls　asleep　while
もlackmailing　his　boss，　and　imlnediately　decides　tQ　depart　for　California
as　soon　as　he　discovers　that　he　is，　in　fact，　an　accessory　to　Mr．　Tiffany’s
crimes．　In　the　two　comedy　playlets　of　California　S〃彦θSimon’s　main
sources’盾?@laughter　are　repartee　and　non－sequiturs．　He　also　uses　some
running　gags　such　as．Diana’s　dress　having　a　hump　on　one　shoulder．　．
　　All　three　works　also　meet　criterion　ten　in　their　positive，　lif6・af五rming
quality　of　inducin窪enjoyment　and・the　accepta職ce　of　the　vagaries・foiもles・
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　inequities，　eccentricities　and　absurdit三es　of　humani亡y．　Simon，　of
　course，　as　always，　demonstrates　great　sympathy　for　his　characters．　The
　playlet，‘‘Visitors．From　London”perhaps　illustrates　this　best．　Simon
　makes　no　condemnatioll　of　Sidney　or　Diana　Qr　even　of　the　AcademY
Awards．　What　he　does　is　explore　in　a　very　sensitive　fashion，　while　making
it　acceptable　with　humor，　the　very　real　problem　of　marital　fulfillment　in
an　age　where　sexual　deviation　has　come　to　be　understood　as　more　of　a
problem　of　hormonal「imbalance　than　perversion　of　morals　and　in　which
women　are　no　longer　treated　as　mere　baby　making　machines．　He　gives
marrlage　a　higher　moral　role　of　providing，“arefuge　for　our　disappo董nt－
ments　out　there．”（Simon　p．6ユ3）．．Mrs．　Mowatt　is　likewise　sympathetic
to　her　characters．　Mr．　Tiffany　is　forgiven　for，his　crin｝es．．The　false
・・u・t・J・1im・itre・is　set・p・・a…ki・hi・・wn　re・t…ant・・4　th・tw・
fashionable　but　s正lly　ladies，　Mrs．　Tiffany　and　her　daughter，　packed　o丘tQ
the　c・・nt・y・id・t・lea・n　se・・ibility．　E。6。　th，。il1。n。。，　S。。b、。。　i、　all。w，d
to　go　free，　provided　he　leaves　town．　Finally，　Tyler　demonstrates　a　greaζ
deal　of　sympathy　in　his　work　as　we11．　Jonathan　may　be　naive，　but　we
ca！1’t　help　but　admire　his　energy　and　sincerity．　Charlotte　repents　at　the
end　of　the　play　and　vows　to　lead　a　more　sensible　Iife　in　the．futqre，　one
where　she　does　not　hurt　her　friends．　Tyler　even　has　Col．　Manly　state
directly　this　sympatheti’c　view　of　humaロfoibles　when　he　says，“It　is　aS
justi丘able　to　laugh　at　folly　as　it　is　reprehensible　to　ridicule　misfortune．　
（Tyler　p．462）Anyone　who　is　the　target　of　the　comic　barbs　of　these
three　playwrights　has　eamed　that　distinction　oll　hisL　own，11ever　becaqse
of　accident　of　birth　or　position．　Even　Zeke，　the　negro　servant　in　Fashion，
is　shown　to　be　foolish　not　because　of　race　or　popular　stereotype　but　be－
cause　of　the　machinations　of　the　foolish　Mrs．　Tiffany．
　　Ibelieve　that　I　haye　demonstrated．that　The．Contrast，．　Fashion　and
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California　Suite　su伍ciently　conform　to　Howarth，s　minilnal　definition　of
comedy　to　be　be　categorized　as　such．　Now　let　me　turn　to　the　question
of　whether　each　play　possesses　suMcient　distinctive　elements　over　and
above　the　minimum　to　qualify　as　a　masterpiece．
　　The　Con　trast　possesses　three　such　distinctive　elements．　First，　Tyler
de卑onstrates　a　mastery　of　the　form　of　the　comedy　of　manners　that　would
わeacceptable　to　Europeans，　yet，　at　the　same　time，　he　successfully　trans－
plants　it　to　an　American　setting．　Second，　he　shows　great　ski11　in　em－
bodying　his　contrast　theme　in　the　form　of　his　play　both　in　his　two　con－
trasting　scene　act　structure　and　in　contrasting　characters．　Third，　he　shows
suf五cient　understanding　of　both　characterization　and　his　fellow　country－
men　to　create　a　character　type，　Jonathan　the　stage　Yankee，　that　was　to
remain　an　integral　part　of　the　American　comedy　genre　well　into　the　20th
century．　Ibelieve　that　these　three　features　of　T乃θContrast　are　sufHcient
to　raise　it　to　the　status　of　a　comic　masterpiece．
　　Fashion　likewise　possesses　three　distinctive　elenlents　which　elevate　it
above　the　minimal　de丘nition　to　the　status　of　comic　masterplece．　These
are　delightful　and　distinctive　characterizations，　incisive　commentary　on
pretensions　and　affectations，　and　witty　and　fiowin＄　yet　natural　repartee
which－along　with　the　characterizations　carries　the　dramatic　action　of　the
play．　Trueman　is　certainly　one　of　the　most　unique　heros　of　the　comedy
of　manners　genre．　His　roughness　and　irascibility　are　as　unusual　for　such
roles　as　his　honesty　and　sincerity　are　norma1．　Mrs．　Tiffany　is　quite　as　re－
markable　for　her　malapropisms　of　manner，　dress　and　decor　as　for　her
speech．　She　is　the　visual　reilncarnation　of　Sheridan’s　original　from　The
1～ivals．　Even　Snobson　is　a　most　unusual　villain　who　falls　asleep　as　he
is　taking　his　revenge．　Jolimaitre，　too，　takes　on　added　reality　and　dis－
tillctiveness　with　his　sincere　praise　of　American　virtues　at　the　ehd　of　the
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ヵ1ay．　Trueman’s　de負nition　of　fashion　quoted　earlier　is　certainly　one　of
the　most　biting　comments　to　be　found　anywhere　in　literature　on　the　false－
ness　of　pretention　and　affectation　and　likewise　demonstrates　Mrs．　Mowatt’s
skill　in　writing　dialog．　Except　for　the　feature　of　asides，　which　we　of
・the　20th　century　find　distracting，　the　exchanges　between　characters　seenl
natural　and　are　motivated　by　character　and　the　progress　of　the　plot
rather　than　by　the　preaching　of　the　playwright．　Mrs．　Mowatt’s　writing
seems　much　more　natural　than　that　of　Mr．　Tyler’s　and　even　more　so
than　that　of　Eugene　O’Neill　who　never　quite　mastered　that　one　ski11．
　　The　most　distinctive　feature　of　Neil　Simon’s　California　Suite　is　like・
．wise　one　of　his　most　distinctive　traits　as　a　pIaywright；the　ability　to
generate　a　great　deal　of　Iaughter　while　allowing　his　audiences　to　become
emotionally　involved　with　his　characters．　As　McGovem（p．188）says，
Simon　Ilever　allows　us　to　laugh　at　the　pain　of　his　characters　but　rather
at　the　incongruities　of　the　actions　that　hapPeh　around　them．　・・In　the
plays　where　there　is　authelltic　pain，＿there　is　no　attempt　at　humor　at
a11－just　genuine　feeling　without　sentimentality．”　（McGovern　pp．188－189）
Simon，　thus，　seems　to　violate　one　of　the　maxims　of　our　minimal　defini．
tion　of　comedy，　that　of　using　stylization　to　prevent　emotional　involve口
ment　and　promote　intellectual　objectivity．　Actually，　what　Simon　does　is
to　skillfully　redirect　that　intellectual　objectivity　to　focus　on　the　environ。
ment　in　which　the　characters丘nd　themselves　and　use　our　emotional　il1．
volvemellt　with　the　characters　to　energize　ourごondemnation　of　the　vaga・
「ies・f…ci・1。・d・・i・n・・d・f　m・ral　imp・・v・m・nt，　H・…h・S　i・・ecti・ity
’as　a　wife　alld　m6ther　deriv6s　from　a　false　sense　of　guilt，　a　feeling　learned
from　a　society　which　claims　that　a　woman’s　plade　is　in　the　home　and
that　intellectual　women　are　a　threat　to．th6　social　order．　The　gociety　als6
‡eaches　her　that　each　individual　mdst　b6　true　to　his／her　own　abilities　aゴd
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talents．　Hannah’s　guilt　is　induced　by　choosing　the　latter　over　the　former
yet　the　true　guilt　Iies　with　a　soc三ety　which　creates　such　cQnflicting　values．
Similar　problems　exist　for　Bill　who　has　di伍culty　Iiving　with　women　who
are　either　his　intellectual　equals　or　inferiors　and　for　Diana　and　Sidney
who　have　been　taught　that　love　means　the　total　possession　of　a　partner，
mentally，　emotionally，　physically　aロd　sexually．　Laughter　and　satire　in
Simon’s　comedy　derives　from　his　skiil　in　reveahng　these　incongruities．
Califor〃a　Sacit〆εtwo　comedy　playlets　demonstrate　this　mastery　as　well
as　the　the　two　farce　playlets　demollstrate　a　mastery　of　that　genre　and
the　whole　work　thus　classifies　as　a　masterpiece．
Distinctive　Features　of　American　Comedy
　　In　the　previous　section　We　explored　the　criteria　by　which　these　three
Alnerican　plays　could　be　co且sidered　to　fall　into　the　comic　genre　and　those
distinctive　features　which　qualify　them　as　masterpieces　Qf　that　genre．
Now　we　turn　to　the　question　of　what　unique　features　they　possess　in
common　which　classify　them　as　American　comedies．　We且nd　that　there
are　commonalities　in　themes，　content　and　techniques　which　identify　these
plays　as　uniquely　American．
Content
　　Of　course，　the　easiest　area　in　which　it　is　possibie　to　identify　common－
alities’is　in　content．　The　location　of　all　three　plays　is　in　the　United
States．　In　fact，　in　th6　first．　two　plays　the　scene　is　New　York　and　in　the
third　New　York　is　in　the　background．（Only　two　of　Simon’s　plays，　Cα〃．
ノbrnia　Suite　and　The　Star　Spangeled　Girl，　are　llot　located　in　New　York，）
．This　is　not　a　trivial　observation．　In　Tyler’s　time　plays　by　Americans
’　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　were　so　unusual　that　Tyler　did　not　eveロallow　his　name　to　appear　on
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the　manuscript　at　the　time　it　was　performed．　In　Mrs，　Mowatt’s　age
American　plays　were　still　held　in　low　esteem．　In　1850，　the　year　that
Fashion　was　produced　in　London，　only　14％　of　the　plays　produced　in
Philadelphia　were　of　American　origin　and　the　figures　for　other　cities　were
about　the　same．（Wilson　p。126）Wilson　also　points　out　that　many　house
managers　pretended　that　original　American　works　were“Europe註n，’in
order　to　make　them　more　acceptable　to　the　fashionable　audiences　of　the
times．（p．53）This　daringness　of　native　content　and　location　is　not』a
problem　for　Simon　in　an　age　where　American　culture　dominat6s　world
culture　more　thoroughly　than　either　its　military　or　ecohomic　prowess．
However，　even　for　Simon　the　American　setting　is　essential　for　the　themes
he　chooses　to　deal　with．
　　The　other　commonality　of　content　in　the　three　plays　is　their　topicality．
All　three　works　make　frequent　referenc6s　to　contemporary　celebreties，
places，　events　and　customs．　Tyler　refers　to　both　the　recentnesS　of　the　Rev－
olution　and　to　America’s丘rst　president，　Geofge　Washington，　who　waS
very　likely　in　the　audience．　He　also　refers　to　Shay’s　Rebellion，　street
scenes　in　New　York　and　the　American　Theatre　Company’s　production　of
Sheridan’s　A　School／br　Scandal．　As　mentioned　earlier，　Jonathan，s　des－
cription　of　that　play　and　his　praise　of　Wignell，　the　actor　who　originated
the　role　of　Jonathan，　was　one　of　the　most　popular　in－jokes　of　the　play．
In　Fashion，　the　very　name　Tiffany，　was　a　reminder　to　the　audience　of
what　was　then　and　remains　today　New　York’s　most　fashionable　jewelry
store．　Brealefast　at　Tiffany’s，　a　modern　movie　with　the　same　reference，　is
familiar　even　here　in層iapan，　The　fashions，　the　character　types，　the　visiting
days　and　the　locale　were　all　well　known’to　Mrs．　Mowatt’s　audiences．　Simon，
too，　deals　in　topicality　to　produc6　his　laughs　and　involve　his　audiences」
His　east－coast　myths　about　Califomia　life’are・well　known　to　almost　al1
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contemporary　Americans．　In“Visitors　From　Chicago’”the　references　tQ
most　Beverly　Hills’doctors　as　being　psychiatrists　is　very　close　to　what
most　Americans　who　live　outside　of　that　city　believe　of　conditions　there．
Hannah’s　reference　to　her　boyfriend　as　having‘‘the　second　best　mind　in
the　country　since　Adalai　Stevenson”will　be　lost　on　most　non・Americans
who　are　unaware　of　the　intellectual　reputation　of　President　Eisenhower’s
two　time　Democratic　opponent．　In　English　comedy　such　topicality　is　often
suppressed　or　at　least　heavily　disguised　because　of　the　former　activities
of　the　Lord　Chamberlain．　In　France　such　topical　elements　are　used　toI
transform　comedy　into　satire．　Thus，　its　very　frequency　becomes，　for　a
time　at　least，　basically　American．
Themes
　　The　three　works　are　most　distinctively　American　and　also　most　alike
in　their　themes．　There　are　four　such　identifiable　American　themes　in
the　three　plays．　They　are　a　search　for　cultural　identity，　an　emphasis　on
directness　and　personal　integrity　in　interpersonal　relations，　an　emphasis
on　the　equality　of　human　beings　and　a　concern　with　de伽ing　the　role　of
women　in　the　American　society．
　　All　three　plays　are　very　much　concerned　with　the　effort　to　establish　a
separate　cultural　identity．　In　The　Contrast　this　is　very　evident　as．　the
United　States　was　at　that　time　but　newly　separated　from　England　and
the　political　leaders　of　the　new　nation　and　their　supporters　such　as　Royal正
Tyler　were　making　numerous　and　widespread　efforts　to　establish　such　a
cultural　identity　in　order　to　solidify　that　hard　won　independence．　Tyler’s
creation　of　Jonathan　and　the　very　title　of　his　play　are　aimed　toward　this
end．　As　Tyler　has　Co1．　Manly　say　in　the　closing　lines　of　the　play，
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And　I　have　leamed　that　probity，　virtue，　honour，　though　they　should
not　have　received　the　polish　of　Europe，　will　secure　to　an　honest
American　the　good　graces　of　his　fair　countrywomen，　and，　I　hope，　the
applause　of　THE　PUBLIC．（Moses　p．498）
Here　he　was　promoting　these　values　as　key　American　values　in　establish－
ing，　in　contrast　to　Europe，　a　new　American　cultural　identity．
　　Fashion，　too，　is　concerned　with　protecting　and　cultivating　an　American
identity　threatened　by　new　European　iロvasions．．　This　time　the　threat　i＄
more　in　the　form　of　fashions　than　in　the　form　of　armies　or　uprisings
from　native　citizens　loyal　to　the　old　regilne．　Mrs．　Mowatt　uses　essen・
tially　the　same　tactics　as　Tyler．　She　presents　us　with　the　embodiment
of　contemporary　American　values　in　Adam　Trueman　and　Gertrude．　She
contrasts　them　with　the　foppery　of　Jolimaitre，　the　fooliShness　of　Mrs．
Tiffany　and　Seraphina　4nd　the　insipidness　of　T．　TenHyson　Twinkle　and
Augustus　Fogg．　She　reiterates　the　same　values重or　ideptifying　Ameri－
can　culture　that　Tyler　set　forth　by　Iikewise　haviロg　her　hero，　Adam
Trueman，　close　the　play　with　the　speech　quoted　on　page　29．　Again　pro－
bity，　honour　and　virtue　are　held　forth　as　the　identifying　marks　of　true
American　culture．
　　In　California　Secite　the　emphasis　has　shifted　from　trying　to　establish
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an　American　cultural　identity　separate　from　that　of　Europe　to　establish・
ing　regional　cultural　identities，　as　for　California　versus　New　York　and
the　east　coast，　and　rede且ning　the　essential　elements　of　the　colnmon　Ameri・
can．culture．　In　California　Suite，　the　east　coast　and　the　mid－west　as　re－
presented　by　New　York，　Philadelphia　alld　Chicago　are　now　the　‘‘01d
world，’and　the　west　coast　as　represellted　by　Los’Angeles　is　the“new
world”of　immigrants　who　have　yet　to　establish　a　cultural　identity，　It
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it　is　interesting　to　note　that　in　the　four　playlets，　only　the　visitors　from
London　seem　to　have　little　trouble　adlusting　to　the　Hollywood　environ－
mellt．　If　they　comment　on　di鉦erences，　they　do　so　in　terms　of　differences
between　America　and　the　UK　rather　than　between　London　and　Holly－
wood．　In　the　other　three　playlets　there　is　a　constant　barrage　of　gags
related　to　the　alleged　misconceptions　of　non－Californians　about　life　in　the
“Sunsh呈ne　State．”　Even　Jolimaitre　in、Fashion　seems　more　knowledge－
able　of　the　New　York　of　his　time　than　Hannah，　or　the　Hollenders　and
Franklins　of　the　California　of　their　age．
　　More　important　than　this　quest　for　regional　cultural　ldentitア，　however，
is　a　search　for　a　common　American　cultural　identity．　One　element　of
th童s　identity　not　apParent　in　the　earlier　plays　is　a　respect　for　cultural
and　ethnic　diversity　within　a　common　national　and　political　unity．　Simon’s
characters　may　accept　the　same　vaiues　as　Co1．　Manly　and　Adam　Trueman，
but　they　want　clearer　de丘nitions　of　probity，　virtue　and　honour．　They
are　less　content　with　these　terms　as　abstractions　and　want　to　know　how
they　are　concretely　manifested　in　real　life．　The　Americans　of　California
S〃’θare　now　su茄ciently　convinced　that　their　culture　is　uniquely　different
from　that　of　Europe．　Their　search　is　for　whether　or　not　that　difEerence
is　worthwhile　and　meaningfuL
　　Acommon　value　obvious　in　all　three　works　and　one　that　is　dir『ctly
related　to　what　both　Americans　and　non－Americans　perceive　as　a　recogni－
zable　American　trait　is　the　strong　positive　value　that　the　protagonists　in
each　work　place　on　directness，　personal　integrity，　and　honesty　in　inter－
personal　relations．　All　three　authors　clearly　feel　that　social　conformity，
rules　of　etiquette　and　dress　and　idle　chatter，　no　matter　how　witty，　inhibit
true　human　communication．　Mr．　Tyler　and　Mrs．　Mowatt　state　their　opin－
ions　rather　directly　o11　this・matter　by　having　their　chief　characters　speak
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on　the　subject．　The　speeches’quoted　earlier　by　Col．　Manly　and　Adam
Trueman　are　examples．　Once　again　Simon　is　more　subtle　in　that　the
conventions　of　our　age　require　him　to　show　us　rather　than　tell　us　how
he　feels　about　the　matter．　In“Visitor　From　New　York”Hannah　and
Bill　cannot　deal　with　the　problem　of　their　daughter　until　all　the　courte・
ous　exchanges　of　information　and　witty　verbal　battles　are　finished，　and
they　agree　to　discuss　the　matter　directly　and　honestly．　In“Visitors
From　Philadelphia，”Marvin’s　problem　is　essentially　solved　the　moment
he　confesses　to　his　wife　and　begs　her　forgiveness．　In‘‘Visitors　From
London，”Diana　and　Sidney丑nd　a　firmer　foundatioll　for　their　relation・
ship　based　on　love　and　with　even　a　measure　of　security　and　respect　for
each　other　after　they　have　stripped　away　the　facade　of　civilized　tolerance
that　has　masked　their　frustration　and　given　up　the　battle　of　witty　re・
partee　which　has　prevented　them　from　communicating．　Once　they　are
reduced　to　directness　and　honesty　they　find　that　they　still　need　each
other　and　that　there　is　sti11　a　great　deal　in　each　partner　to　respect　and
love．七In“Visitors　From　Chicago”the　Hollenders　and　Franklyns　discover
to　their　horror　that　civilized　restraint　can　aggravate　frustrations　over
minor　issues　to　the　point　of　major　emotional　explosions，　The　surest
safety　valve　is　directness，　sincerity　and　honesty．　　　　　’
　　The　equality　of　a11　human　beings　is　another　American　value　that　arises
as　an　underlying　theme　in　all　three　works．　In　The　Contras・t，　Jonathan
insists　rather　strongly　that　he　is　Co1．　Manly’s“waiter”not　his　servant．
He　voluntarily　has　attached　himself　to　the　colone1，　As　he　points　out　to
Jessamy，　Dimple’s　servant，　his　own　father　has　as　good　a　farm　as　the
colonel’s．（Moses　p．464）　Similarly，　in　Fashion　Adam　Trueman　takes
Mrs．　Ti丘any　to　task　for　dressing　Zeke，　her　negro　servant　in　livery．　When
he　asks　her　why　she　does　it，　she，　of　course，　replies　that　it　is　the　fashion．
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To　which　Trueman　responds，‘‘The　fashion，　are　they　P　To　make　men
Wear　the　badge（ゾservitude　in　a　free　land，－that’s　the　fashion，　is　it？”
（Moses　p．551）Similar　sentiments　on　the　equality　of　all　men　are　echoed
by　Trueman　in　the　speech　quoted　earlier　on　page　129．　For　Simon　defend・
ing　the　social　and　economic　equality　of　all　men　is　no　longer　a　problem．
In　his　day　and　age　it　is　an　accepted　norm　of　the　American　society．
Rather，　in　his　plays　the　emphasis　has　shifted　to　the　problem　of　guarantee・
ing　such　politica1，　social　and　economic　equality　to　the　women　in　Ameri－
can　society．　This　is　revealed　most　clearly　by　Hannah　in‘‘Visitor　From
New　York．”
　　Related　closely　to　the　theme　of　politica1，　social　and　economic　equality
for　all　American　c量tizens　is　a　fourth　theme　concurrent　in　all　three　works；
an　attempt　to　rede且ne　the　role　of　women　in　Amer量can　society．　In　The
Contrast　and　Fashion，　an　essential　con且ict　in　Americall　egalitarian　con－
cepts　and　views　of　Women　is　revealed．　First，　as　mentioned　above　both
plays　emphasize　the　value　that　Americans　place　on　the　equality　of　human
belngs，　yet　it　appears　that　woman　are　excluded　from　this　concept．　More－
over，　as　we　see　in　both　plays，　women　are　expected　to　be　well　educated
and　well　read　in　politics，　economics，　philosophy　and　other　subjects　and
to　offer　their　opinions　on　such　matters．　This　is　what　ICo1．　Manly且nds
attractive　in　Maria．　This　is　why　Adam　Trueman　sent　Gertrude　to　liv，e
and　study　in　Switzerland．　At　the　same　time，　they　are　expected　to　re－
main　faithful　to　fathers　and　husbands．　Anti・or　non－intellectual　women
such　as　Letitia　or　Mrs．　Tiffany　and　her　daughter　obviously　are　not　valued
as　highly　as　intellectual　and　self－reliant　ones　like　Maria　or　Gertrude．　To
almost　anyone　the　combination　of　intelligence，　education　and　independ－
ence　with　blind　fidelity　and　domesticity　wouid　seem　contradictory．　How・
ever，　this　is　precisely　the　dilemma　in　which　American　society　placed　it－
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self．　Even　at　this　early　stage　we　can　see　the　women　in　these　play＄
struggling　to　reconcile　the6e　c6ntradictions．　In　Simoガs　work，　the　effort
to　remedy　this　early　problem　has　become　a　socially　accepted　goal　of　the
American　culture　as　a　whole．　Now　the　problem　has　once　again　shifted
to　the三ndividual　womah．　It　is　n610nger　a　struggle　to　reconcile　a　di」
1emma　as　it　was　for　Maria　or　Gertrude．　Now　it　becomes　a　struggle　to
reconcile　the　expression　of　6ne’s　individual　role　in　society　with　a　role　in
the　family　for　those　who　desire　the　latter．　In　modern　America　a　woman
can　freely　make　a　career　in　aマocation　or　in　the　family．　She　will　be
respected　in　either　environment．　The　problem　now　is　that　she　must
make　a　choice．　She　is　not　allowed　to　have　both．　This　is　the　problem
that　especially　Hannah　but　also　the　other　women　in　Californ　ia　S〃’θare
dealing　with．　In　other　Simon　plays　it　comes　out　even　more　strongly．
　　These　four　thematic　sets　are　common　to　all、three　works．　Ibelieve
that　they　are　als6　uniquely　American　themes　in　that　they　are　likely　to
appear　in　almost　any　American　work　though　their　appearance　in　comedles
in　other　nations　would　be　the　exception　rather　than　the　rule．
Technique
　　There　are　a　number　of　commonalities　of　form　and　technique　in　the
three　plays　we　have　examined　here．　Some　are　common　to　the　comic
mode　in　all　nations．　Others　are　especially　emphasized　in　the　American
comic　heritage．　Let　us　deal　with　the　former　first．
　　These　three　works　do　conform　to　the　minimal　definition　of　comedy　as
presented　earlier，　but　they　also　borrow　heavily　from　the　genre　of　farce
and　satire．　The　6cenes　between．　Jessamy　and　J6nathan　in　The　Co％吻3≠，
the　final　act　of　Fashion　and　a11　four　playlets　of　Californ　ia　Suite　but　es・
p6cially圏“Vi＄i亡ors　Frofn　Philadelphia　and‘‘Visitors　From　Chicag6”con・
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tain　many　elements　of　farce．　Similarly，　if　we　de且ne　satire　in　the　sellse
mentioned　earlier　as　humor　directed　at　a　specific　taぎget　a11　three　works
contain　strong　elements　of　satire．　In　all　three　plays　the　target　of　that
satire　is　deviation　from　a　viable　social　order．　In　The　Contrast　and、Fashion
this　deviation　is　a　blind　imitation　of　European　customs　and　manners；the
type　of　deviations　so　eloquently　condemned　by　Adam　Trueman　on　page
126．In　California　Suite　the　deviation　is　didacticism　and　the　vagaries　of
an　intolerant　and　inflexible　social　code；atoo　narrow　interpretation　of
the　values　of　the　American　dream．　Comedies　in　other　countries　also
make　such　borrowings，　especially　from　the　genre　of　satire，　but　in　Ameri－
c孕ncomedy　thiS　borrowing　seems　more　frequent．
　　The　heros　in　all　three　works　are　middle・class　heros．　Co1．　Manly　in
The　Contrast　may　be　an　o缶cer　in　the　army　of　the　United　States，　but　he
is　decidedly　middle・class．　As　Jonathan　points　out　to　Jessamy，　the　colonel
has　earned　his　posltion　through　merit　not　by　birth　or　wealth．　In　Fashion
Adam　Trueman　may　be　wealthy，　but　he　is　middle－class　in　manner，　dress
and　philosophical　outlook．　The　price　he　charges　for　his　assistance　in　re．
solving　the　con且ict　of　the　play　is　that　Mrs．　Tiffany，　Seraphina　and
Jolimaitre　rejoin　that　class　and　learn　its　values．　This　emphasis　on　middle－
class　heros　is　one　aspect　by　wh量ch　the　American　comedy　of　manners
differs　from　its　British　and　European　counterparts．　All　of　the　characters
in　Californ　ia　Suite　are　middle・class．　Even　the　seemingly　aristocratic
Sidney　of“Visitors　From　London”is　a　shop　keeper，　and　his　wife　re－
veals　by　her　language　that　she　comes　from　a　similar　background．　Our
minimal　de五nition　of　comedy　says　that　it　deals　with　ordinary　people．
This　is　true，　but　the　meaning　of‘ordinary，is　people　engaged　in　ordinary
human　pursuits　such　as　love　and　marriage．　The　comedy　of　manners
口sually　has　as　heros　aristocrats　engaged　in　such　pursuits．　Middle－class
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heros　do，　of　course，　exist，　but　they　are　less　frequent　than　in　American
comedies　of　all　types．
　　Our　minimal　de旦nition　of　comedy　says，“Cofnedy　may　be　said　to　be
‘mora1’if　it　is　based　on　a　wholes6me，　positive　attitude　to　life．”　（How・
warth　p．6）Many　European　comedies　exhibit　this　type　of　moralism，　but，
if　the　three　comedies　we　have　examined　in　this　essay　are　truely　repre・
sentative，　then　American　comedies　are　Inoralistic　to　an　extreme。　This　is
clearly　evident　in　The　Contrast　and　Fashion　where　the　prologs　and昌the
closing　speeches　by　the　heros　as　well　as　many　of　their　pronouncemen亡s
in　between　are　essentially　sermons（expressing　the血oral　codes　of　the
authors）．　Simon，　too，　is　a　moralist．　His　morality　is　never　preached　by
his　characters，　but　it　is　still．　obvious．　Essentially，　Sim6n　is　the　champibn
of　the　golden　mean．　He　espouses　tolerance　for　the　deviations　of　th6
1ittle　man　as　long　as　they　do　not　harm　others　and　cohdemns　the　devi・
tions　of　society　whellever　it　restricts　the　right　to　be　individual　or　happy．
Simon　has，　as　McGovern　says，“great　tolerance　for　moral　fallibilitY．”
（p．192）　However，　this　is　the　inoral　fallibility　of　the　individua1．　He　is
never　t61erant．of　morally　deviant　societies．
　　In　common　with　lnost　comedies　that　contain　strong　elements　of　satire，
American　comedies，　including　the　three　we　are　studying　here，　are　de・
cidedly　politica1．　The　Contrast　and　Fashion　overtly　and　ffequently　espouse
the　political　ideals　of　their　youhg　nation．　Both　are　tiesPectful　of　their
European　heritage，　but　both　plays　de且nitely　demonstratb　that　Americans
feel　they　are　morally　superior　to　Europeans，　and　that　their　political　sys－
tem　is　superior　to　any　on　earth．　Simon’s　political　vieWs　ate　lust　as　strQng
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and　are　best　expressed　in　the　conversatiohs　between　Hannah　and　Bill　in
‘‘ uisitor　From　New　York．”　Simon　sees　flaws　in　the　system，　but　he　be－
Iieves　it　can　be　repaired　by皿aking　the　actions　of　Amer童cans　consistent
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with　their　espoused　beliefs．　This　undercurrent　of　egalitarian　politics　is
common　to　almost　all　American　comedies．
　　At　the　transition　point　between　techniques　found　in　European　comedies
but　which　are　emphasized　in　American　comedies　to　those　characteristic
of　American　comedies　lies　the　technique　of　topical　reference．　The　Con．
trast　makes　frequent　reference　to　the　recent　revolution．　Characters　also
refer　to　George　Washington，　America’s　first　president，　who　very　likely
saw　the　play　being　performed．　Thomas　Wignell　and　the　actors　of　the
American　company　are，　as　has　been　mentioned，　central　to　the　joke　in
one　scene．　Lord　Chesterfield，∫Letters，　a　contemporary　bestseller　and　a
reference　to　it　helps　to　establish　Billy　Dimple，s　character．　In　Fashion
there　are　similar　references　to　people　and　places　of　the　times　which　are
used　to　stilnulate　laughter　and　a　sense　of　intimacy　with　the　audience　as
they　are　made　party　to　a　series　of“in－jokesノ’　Such　in－jokes　are，　of
Course，　Simon’s　forte．　As　an　old　gag　writer　for　radio　and　TV，　he　not
only　has　a　Hair　for　this　sort　of　thing，　but　he　has　demonstrated　great
skill　in　working　such　gags　into　the　natural　flow　of　discourse　and　plot　in
his　plays．　European　dramas　also　make　such　topical　references，　but　in
America　the　technique　is　so　pervasive　that　it　can　almost　be　said　to　be
one　of　the　uniquely　distinguishing　characteristics　of　American　comedy．
On　the　negative　side，　however，　as　McGovern　has　pointed　out　this．may
well　be　one　of　the　most　important　reasons　why　the　high　quality　of　Ameri－
can　comedy　has　often　been　overlooked．　Topical　references　soon　lose
their　effect　if　the　audience　has　forgotten　the　source　of　the　joke．　（P．6）
If　the　joke　is　v量tal　to　the　action　of　the　play，　or　if　there　are　too　many
such　jokes，　the　play　itself　may　soon　be　forgotten．
　　American　comedies，　as　exemp星i丘ed　by　the　three　under　consideration
here，　demonstrate　three　technical　features　which　can　be　considered　more
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or　less　characteristically　American．　They　depend　6n　repartee　ra‡her　than
plot　or　characterization　for　hu卑orl　they　borrow　techniques　from　other
current　dra〃露6　in　establishing　their　stage　conventions　and　the　names　of
characters　are　selected　to　indicate　their　drama㌻ic　functiop　in　a　play．
　　1耳The　Con．trast　the　fun取iest　scepes　are　the　ones　between　Jonathan
耳nd　Jes＄amy．　In　thβse　scenes　the　repartee　and　word　play　rather　than
the　action　carries　the　humgr．　If　thesβscenes　were　were　removed，　the
Play　wQuld　be　very　dull　inαeed．　The　few　other　instances　of　humor　in
the　play　also　derive　from　ipstances　of　witty　repartee　as　when　Billy
Pimple　pearly　reveals　to　Col．　Manly　at　their丘rst　meeting　that　he　has
designs　on　Charlotte，　the　coloners　sister．　Fashion　is　said　to　have　been
the　beginning　of　the　drama　a，　art　in　Alnerica．（Vaughn　p，82）　In　part
this　is　because　of　the　authoress，s　exquisite　skill　in　the　use　of　repartee　as
her　main　device　for　eliciting　laughter　from　the　audience．　The　dialog
of　the　play　is，　for　the　most　part，　continually　witty　and　naturally　so、　With
the　exception　of　the　few　farcical　touches　mentioned　earlier　practically　all
of　the　humor　derives　froln　the　skillful　word・play　of　the　characters．　Simon’s
Skill　in　this　area　has　be母n　mentioned　before．　The　plots　in“Visitor　From
New　York，”“Visitors　From　Philadelphia”and　especially“Visitors　From
London”are　very　serious．　Simon’s　characters　are　also　very　realistic　aロd
the　audience　develops　great　sympathy　for　them．　Simon　thus　resorts　to
the　humor　of　their　repartee，　content　and　incongruence，　to　makes　his　audi－
ences　laugh．　American　comedy　has　always　depended　more　on　this　device
than　plot　and　characterization　for　producing　humor．
　　Ameτ1can　comedy　in　each　century　has　been　influenced　in　its　forlns　and
conventions　by　other　forms　of　drame．　In　Tyler’s　time，　the　only　frequent
form　of　dorrlestic　American　drama　was　the　political　pamphlet　play．　Most
of　these　plays　were　never　performed　and　written　only　to　express　polti・
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cal　Support　for　or　against　the　revolution．　Seヤeral　of　the　more　satirical
ones　were　performed　publicly　during　the　war　by　both　British　and　Ameri・
can　soldiers．（Both　Vaughn　and　Wilson　give　detailed　descriptions　of　such
works．）The　second　type　of　popular　play　by　Americans　of　the　time　was
atype　of　epic　spectacle　celebrating　the　battles　and　heros　of　the　revolu・
tion．　These　plays　whether　of　the　former　or　latter　type　were　character－
ized　by　overt　expressions　of　patriotism　including　praise　of　American
roughness，　directness　and　freedom，　heros　like　George　Washington　and
patriotism　itself，　7「he　Con〃αε’shows　the　influence　of　these　works　in
the　felt　need　to　make　similar　expressions　of　praise，　most　of　which　have
been　alluded　to　in　eadier　sections　of　this　paper．　Th6y　are　primarily
embodied　in　the　character　of　Col．　Manly．
　　Mid－nineteenth　century　American　drama　was　dominated　by　the　melo－
drama．　The　majority　of　domestic　plays　plays　and　plays　of　foreign　origin
in　the　contemporary　repertoire　were　melodramas．　It　seems　that　Mrs．
Mowatt　also　felt　the　need　to　include　a　number　of　melodramatic　devices
in　Fas〃on　to　make　it　more　palatable　to　her　New　York　audiences．　Among
these　are　Gertrude　being　Adam　Trueman’s　long　lost　granddaughter　and
an　heiress，　mistaken　identities　as　when　Gertrude　is　caught　with　the　count，
people　hiding　in　closets　and　overhearing　conversations，　chance　meetings
as　between　Millin6tte　and　Jolimaitre　and　the　scheming　villain　in　Snobson．
Vaughn，　Wilson　and　Moses　as　well　as　Edgar　Allen　Poe　have　a11　voiced
regret　at　the　Weakening　effect　these　devices　had　on　an　otherwise　exce1－
lent　comedy．
　　Since　Eugene　O’Neill，　the　dominant　forms　of　American　drama　have
been　the　sociai　p士oblem　play　and　the　doniestic　tragedy．（Bain　p．585）Neil
Simon’s　plays　have　been　inHUenced　by　these　genre．　As　I　have　pointed
out　elsewhere　Californ　ia　Suite　deals　with　a　number　of　social　problems
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such　as　homosexuality，　divorce　and　adult母ry．　Silnon　also　tends　to　focus
on　the　characters　in　his　plays　as　the　victims　of　such　problem5．．　The
most　important　influence　of　such　cont．emporary　dra即atic　forms　onξi卑on’貫
work，　however，　has　been　in　the　relationship　between　the　audience　and
the　ch・・acters　i・th・p1・y・Sim・n　d・丘・it21y越・pd・f・…　t・e・t・bli・h
and　maintain　an　e卑gt憩皇al　relationship　vgith　hisρharacters，　Thi睾理ou1県
seem　to　violate　the　requirement　that　the　audience　maintain　an　objective
attitude　in　comedy　if　laμghter　is　to　be　possible．　Simon　also　draws．hi§
characters　with　a　careful　balance　of　det孕il．．母nd　vague阜ess　to　promote
identification　of　the　audience　with　those　characters．　There　is，　as　in　good
melodrama，　enough　detail　in　each　character　for　us　to　identify　similar
traits　within　ourselves，　but，　at　the　same　time，、insuf茸cient，detail　for　the
character　to　take　on　a　completely．　distinctive　p町sonality．　This　allows
us　to　project　our　personality　into　the　role　and　create　a．fusion　of　our・
selves　with　Simon’s　character．　How，　then，　does　Simon　make．us　laugh　？
He　diverts　our　intellectual　attention　to　the　absurdity　of　the　ipconguencies
in　life　th章t　are　victimizing　his　ch貝racters　and，．by　extension，　us．．This　is
Simon’s　comic　mode，　and．it　has　been・tranformed・from　the　comedy　of
manners（American　sty互e）into　its　present　for皿under　the　influence　of
American　realism　as　exPressed・in　2Qth　century　problem　plays　apd　do卑e『・
tic　tragedies。　Silnon，s　comic　mode　is　a　new　variant　that　allows　us　to
think　and　feel　at　the　same　time　as　we　laugh．　　・．　　　　　．　　　、
．’ `丘nal　u・nique　feature　of．American　Comedy（apd　of　otheエgenre　as
we11）is　the　penchant　American　authors　have　for　giving　their　characters
．names　which　serve　to　ide面fy．their　dramatic　fu晩ction、ip　a．work．　This
ls　ln　a　sense　similar　to　the．custom．in　the　comedia　de〃．arte．of　assigning
characters　names　according　to　their　roles　such　as〃dottori，　the．qQc㌻qr，
°「il　capitan・・the　capt・i・一…1dier・b・t　in　It・ly・th・讐W…a．　lix・d　p・m－
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ber　of　chafacters　and　the　same　names　were　always　used．　Of　course，
English　satirists　have　long　used　such　devices　and　even　such　playwrights
as　Shakespeare　and　Sheridan　resorted　to　it．　The　difference　in　America
is　its　pervasiveness　and　the　fact　that　almost　all　characters　in　a　p呈ay，　not
just　a　few　special　types，　have　such　names．　Even　modern　Ame『ican　play－
wrights　such　as　O’Neill　and　Sam　Shepard　use　the　technique．　In　The
Contrast　Co1．　Manly　is　precisely　that－manly　or　masculine　and　Biily　Dim－
ple　has　his　feminine　like　dimples　on　his　cheeks　and　knees．　In　Fasleion
Adam　Trueman　is　the　first　or　father　of　all　true－hearted　men，　Mrs．　Tiffany
buys　all　her　jewels　and　clothes　at　Tiffany，s　and　Count　Jo！imaitre　is　the
“pretty　master．”　This　last　is　a　literal　translation　of　the　French．　Snobson
is　indeed　a　snob’s　son　or　at．least　asp量res　to　be．　Simon’use　of　this　tech－
nique　is　less　obvious　but　as　sQon　as　we　hear　the　names　Bunny　and
Marvin　Michaels　we　know　that　they　will　be　a　middle－class　jewish　couple．
Names　like　Sidney　and　Diana　Nichols　likewise　inform　us　that　the　couple
will　be　somewhat　aristocratic，　and　we　are　not　surprised　at　all　to　learn
they　are　British．．The　family　name　Warren　is　also　no　accident　in　the
丘rst　playet．　Both　characters　are　victims　of　the　warren　of　their　of　their
own　conflicting　emotions．、Finally，　the　Frankenstein　like．　transformation
of　the　characters　in‘‘Visitors　From　Chicago’，　explains　the　derivation　of
the　family　name　Franklyn　in　that　playlet．
　　Thus，　Americall　comedy　over　the　past　three　centuries　while　paying
homage　to　its　European　roots　has　continually　exhibited　a　number　of
thematic　and　technical　elements　which　identi丘es　it　as　a　uniquely　Ameri－
can　art　form．
　　　　　　　　　　　　The　Ev61ution　of　American　Comedy
In　completing　this　essay　on　American　comedy　during　the．three　cen－
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turies　since　America　gained　its　independence，1et　us　turn　to　the　question
of　whether　or　not　it　is　poss1ble　to　observe　any　developing　or　evolving
trends．　I　would　assert　that　there　are　three：more　and　more　concern
with　characterization，　more　subtlety　of　form　with　theme　being　revealed
through　action　and　interaction　rather、　than　verbally　expounded，　and　the
exploration　of　themes　of　greater　social　and　philosophical　substance．　I
would　also　assert　that　in　the　case　of　Neil　Simon　we　find　a　playwright
con丘dent　enough　of　the　mastery　of　his　m’浮唐?@and　doncerned　enough　with
expressing　his　personal　philosophy　to　create　a　new　variety　of　comedy
that　I　shall　call　the　American　comedY　of　humanism．
　　As　developed　in　the　previous　section　a　number　of　features　have　been
characteristic　of　American　comedy　ih　all　three　centuries．　The　most　im－
portant　of　these　features　which　have　been　retained　down　t6　the　present
time　are　the　concern　with　a　searbh　for　the　American　identity　and　the
primacy　of　dialog　or　repartee　as　the　vehicle　fot　humor．　The　stabilit夕of
these　elements　subtantiates　our　characterization　of　changes　ili　American
comedy　as　beihg　evolutionary　rather　than　revolutionary．　Wheh　we　turn
to　the　question　of　signi且cant　changes，　however，　it　soon　becomes　obviou5
that　the　most　visible　change　is　in　the　quality　of　charactetization．　In
The　Contrast，　with　the　exception　of　J6nathan，　a110f　the　characters　are
traditional　types　with　few　traits　that　mak6　them　exceptional　or　memor－
able．　In　Fashion，　it　is　the　splendid　charaCterization　of　Adam　True！han
and　Mrs．　Tiffany　that　compensates　for　the　weakenillg　effect　of　the　bor・
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rowings　from　melodrama．　In　Cali〆brnia　Suite，　Sidhey　alld　Diana，　while
still　loosely　enough　drawn　for　us　to　identify　with，　are　among　the　most
moving　and　interesting　people　in　modern　drama．　We　laugh　at　what　they
say．　We　laugh　with　them．　We　never　laugh　at　them．　We　feel　and
share　their　pain，　for的ery　husband　and　wife，　man　and　woman　who　have
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　ever　sought　to　understand　each　each　other　understand　somewhat　of　what
they　are　experiencing．　With　Neil　Simon　characterization　in　American
comedy　has　advanced　to　the　point　where　we　are　no　longer　Iooking　at
　ste「eotypes　or　even　interesting　Personalities．　We　are　Iooking　at　ourselves．
＄imon’s　goal　is　identification．　Therefore　he　cannot　take　the　last　step
toward　building　a　unique　personality　like　a　Hamlet．　He　has，　however，
　taken　us　far　beyond　the　stick　figures　of　the　18th　century，
．　In　The　Co〃〃ast　and　in　Fashion　when　the　author　felt　it　necessary　to
　reveal　a　character’s　thoughts　or　personality，　the　character　did　so　in　ah
aside．　In　the　age　of　realism　we　have　abandoned　this　convention．　Now
the　author　reveals　the　mind　and　personality　of　a　character　through　that
character’s　actions　on　stage　and　interaction　with　other　characters．　Be、
cause　this　is　the　way　in　real　Iife　that　we　gain　access　to　the　minds　of
others　this　methodology　seems　to　have　greater　psychological　validity　as
ameans　of　communicating　a　playwright’s　themes　to　the　audience．　As
aresult，　Simon’s　work，　though　sti1正somewhat　escapist　in　nature，　appears
to　be　much　more　realistic　and　psychologically　consistent．　Simon　never
tells　lls　what　his　themes　are．　He　shows　us．
　　The　Contrast　and　Fashion，　in　Adam　Trueman’s　words，　deal　with　the
substitution　of　etiquette　for　virtue，　decorum　for　purity　and　mamers　for
morals．　Trueman　and　CoL　Manly　would　maintain　that　the　latter　quaiity
in　each　pair　is　superior　to　the　former　and　that　hollesty，　integrity　and
directness　in　our　relations　with　our　fellow　human　beings　are　the　tools
we　employ　to　maintain　those　values．　I　and　most　other　Americans　would
hot　argue　with　the　themes　expressed’in　these　two　works，　but　we　cannot
help　but　point　out　that　all　these　values　are　rather　abstract　and　there隔
fore　subject　to　varying　definitions　and　interpretations．　In　addition，　we
would　also　assert　that　when．　a　man　is　hungry　or　his　life　is　endangered
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that　many　men　will　consider　these　virtues　a　luxury．　When　Ibsen且nally
cast　off　the　chains　of　the　melodrama　in　Europe　and　O’Neill　did　likewise
in　the　United　States，　playwrights　and　their　audiences　found　that　there
was　real　drama　to　found　in　dealing　with　the　problems　of　real　life．　This
transformation　is　also　evident　in　the　comedies　of　the　later　20th　century
as　represented　by　Neil　Simon．　Simon　still　deals　with　the　same　themes
that　Tyler　and　Mowatt　did，　but　he　does　so　more　specifically　and　in
greater　detail．　What　is　more　moral　Sinlon　asks，　to　live　with　a　woman
because　she　comforts　your　so｝110r　because　she　is　g（～od　in　bed　and　co．oks
agood、dinner　？　Is　it　better　he　asks　to　presprve　a　good　marriage　of丘f・
：teen　years　duration　and　much　happiness　or　get　a　divorce　in　a　fit　of　pique
ρver　one　partner’s　indiscretioll　because　we　are　taught　to　believe　our　part－
ners　ln　marrlage　are　perfect　P　Should　we　remain　married　for　the　sake
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of　a　child　and　public　face，　taking　the　chance　of　emotionally　scarring　all
three　family　members　for　the　rest　of　our　lives　or　should　we　get　a　divorce
and　wrestle　with　the　task　of　reconciling　a　career　with　a　family　without
the　aid　of　a　partner　？These　are　the　themes　that　Neil　Simon，　Wooqy
Allen　and　the　other　modern　American　comedy　playwrights　deal　with．
They　are　problems　of　substance　and　relevance　to　the　modem　American
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culture．　They　are　an　advance　over‡he　more．　idealized　and　simple　literary
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worlds　of．the　last　two　centuries．
　　The　best　plays　of　the　18th　and　19th　century　by　American．playwrights
were　American　adaptations　of　the　cgmedy　of　manners．．The　best　plays
・fth・20th・・nt・・y　h・v・bee…ci・1　d・am・…p・・b1・m　pl・y・and　d・mes－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　、
tlc　tragedieS　such　as　Long　1）ay’s／bu7ne：ソJntoムXight，ノ1　Streetcar　Na〃ied
Desire，　or　Death　of　a・Salesman．　While　melodrama　held　i重s　sway　over
the　minds　and　hearts・of　the一坦asses，　American　playwrights　relied　upon
their　skill　in　the　comic　mode　to　produce　works　worthy　of　the　apPelation
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1iterature．　In　the　20th　century　the　comedy　of　manners　in　America　has
lost　its　force。　In　Europe　its　strength　was　maintained　by　writers　like　Noel
Coward．　Thus，　the　way　has　been　opened　in　America　for　something　new．
・Neil　Simon’s　comedy，　I　will　assert，　is　not　merely　popular　but　a　skillful
effort　to　redirect　the　genre．　He　seeks　to　deal　with　problems　of　imlne・
diate　social　relevance　but　consistent　with　the　essential　role　of　comedy
as　a　reflection　of　the　ordinary　world．
　　’In　the　classic　period，　co皿edy　dealt　with　the　ordinary　real　world．　Trag－
edy　dealt　with　man’s　relationship　to　the　universe．　The　heros　of　tragedy
Were　the　elite　of　the　humall　race．　Twentieth　century　realism　seemingly
deals　with　the　real　world．　However；it　is　still　a　world　of　extremes．
Even　characters　like　Willy　Loman　are　representatives　in　a　class　action
suit　against　the　universe．0’Neill　and　Williams，　too，　deal　with　the　ex－
tremes　in　society．　Who　then　is亡he　spokesman　for　the　middle－class～
Who　tends　to　speak　for　this　narrowed　segnlent　of　the　real　world？Are
『we　to　assert　that　the　n〕iddIe－cユass　and　their　values　are　unworthy　of　re－
presentation　p　We　cannot　fall　back　on　melodrama　as　a　form　because，　by
de且nition，　it　presents　a　simplied　artificial　view　of　the　world．　Accuracy
in　a　non．comic　mode　would　be　a　documentary　with　little　dramatic　impact．
Thus，　we　come　to　Simon’s　humanistic　comedy－comedy　that　makes　you
fee1’and　think　as　you　laugh　yourself　silly．
　　Simon　has　had　to　create　his　new　Inode　by　seemingly　violatihg　the
principles　of　intellectual　distance　and　creating　empathy　for　his　characters．
He　has　also　found　it　necessary　to　skillfully　blend三n　elements　of　farce
and　satire　so　that　he　can　tell　the　story　of　the　woes　of　the　little　lnan．
Simon　sees　much　that　is　wrong　with　American　society，　but　he　doesn’t
believe　that　radical　surgery　is　needed．　His　recommendation　is　a　little
chicken　soup　with　love．　A　home　remedy　based　on　the　values　of　the
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past　and　deeper　communication　now．　Like　the　true　artist，　Neil　Simon　haS
ihastered　his　art　sufHciently　to　know　what　rules　to　break　and　behd　i血
s¢rvice　of　creativity．　His　goal　has　been　to　transform　criterion　numbe士
teh　in　our　minifnal　de且nition　of　comedy　intσthe　fundamental　Ptaison
d’4tre　for　his　comedy　of　h勧manism；
Comedy　has　a　positive，　life－afHirming　quality　by～vhich　it　induces
enjoyment　and　acceptance　of　the　vagaries，　the　follies，　the　foibles，　the
inequities，　the　e6centricities，　the　absurdities　of　humanity　as　a　result
of　which　we　emerge　m6re　reconciled　to　the　straihs　and　stresses　of
life，　more　ready　to　cbme　to　terms　with　its　inevitable　end．（Howarth
p。123）
　　Such　has　been　the　raison　d’6〃θfor　American　comedy　for　three　cen－
turies　and　Neil　Simon　is　a　worthy　successor　of　Royall　Tyler　and　Anna
Cora　Mowatt　both　as　a　recipient　of　that　tradition　and　as　an　innovator
upon．1t．
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